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Title word cross-reference

\[(a,a')\] [SR73, SR73]. \((a,b)\) [SMD71, SR73]. \((a,b,\gamma)\) [SR73]. \((a,b,\gamma-\gamma)\) [SR73]. \((a,b,\sigma)\) [SMD71]. \((a,b,\sigma-\sigma)\) [SMD71]. \((a,\gamma)\) [SR73]. \((a,\gamma-\gamma)\) [SR73]. \(+[AI79].\) 0 [Fia73, MT78]. 1 [Fia73, MT78, RCL75]. 1/2 [SDH74]. 24 [Ein76, JR75]. 28 [JR76]. 37 [MT78]. 39 [Spä79a]. \(= [AI79].\) \(N C_R \)
\[Gen75c, Gen75a, Gen75b, Ax = b [Bar79b].\]
\(\chi^2 [BR75b].\) \(DO [Gen75a].\) \(F(X) [Gaf80].\)
\(F_{17} [Gos80].\) \(g [ES74b].\) \(H^p [Sin73].\)
\(I_n(x+jy) [Sca71].\) \(J_n(x) [Col80a].\)
\(J_n(x+jy) [Sca71].\) \(k [Gar63].\) \(K_n(x+iy) [Gar78].\)
\(L_1 [Spä76, Abd80, RR73b].\) \(\leq 80 [CM66].\)
\(\rightarrow [Pit79].\) \(m [And73, LT73].\) \(N [Cam65, Ken65, LT73].\) \(SU_3 [AD73].\)
\(U [DB73].\) \(w^w = x [FSC73].\) \(w \exp(w) = x [Ein74].\) \(Y_1 [Gar63].\)
\(Y_n(x+iy) [Gar78].\)

\*\*FTN [CW72, CW73b, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79].\*\* \*WATFIV [CW72, CW73b, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79].

- [Fia73, MT78]. \(-ary [Ken65].\) \(-dimensions [Gar63].\) \(-layer [And73].\) \(-Splines [ES74b].\)

\/6000 [Hon75a, Hon75b].

00 [Ent80a]. 01 [BPW72]. 051 [Int67a]. 052 [Int67a].

1 [Bro75, BDI72, DT74, Har69, Lea67, Lea75, Les72, LS76, Mac70b, Mac71, MW69, Per72a, Per72b, Rus78, Wei73]. 1- [Rin77].
1/0 [Joh72]. 10 [Ano77a, Dig68, Dig70, Dig72a, Dig74, Dig75b, Edg79, Gra70b]. 10/ [Ste80]. 10/LSD [Les72]. 1011-tutorials [Mis78a]. 1022 [AE79]. 11 [CDGW76, Dig71a, Dig72c, Dig75d, Dig75f, Dig76b, Dig77c, Dig77d, Dig78b, Dig78c, Dig79b, Dig80c, Dig80d, Dig80e, Dig80f, Dig80g].

11/ [Sun87]. 11/FORTRAN [Dig76c]. 11/ RSTS/E [Dig75g, Dig77f]. 112 [Bak77].

113 [BB77b]. 1130 [CF71]. 1130/1800 [Int68a, Int69b, Int71e, Int73a, Pri69]. 1130/ system [CF71]. 119 [Kri71]. 11R1 [Spe84].

12 [Man71]. 12-statement

[MHH71a, MHH71b, Man71]. 120 [RST78].


16/32K [Int66f, Int65d]. 1620 [Gar65, Hor65, Poo62, SD67]. 170/6600 [BCE77]. 18 [Hil70]. 1900 [NY78, REC75].

1966 [Ame66a, Ame78d]. 1969 [Ano69a].

1972 [Cha73]. 1975 [FJA80a, FJA80b].

1978 [ACM78, Ame78e, Ano78d, FJA80a, FJA80b, U78]. 1979 [FJA80a, FJA80b, Lew79b, VP80a, VP80b].

1979-1980 [Ano79] 1V

[Lec66a, Mcc66b, SM66b].

2 [Ano68c, Fri71a, MS74a, MV66, Sak79, Thr79]. 2.50 [Bar73a, Pat73b]. 2.O [Con71c]. 22 [Swa72]. 2A [KGY80]. 2d [MS75d].

3 [Bar72a, Fri71a, Spe80d]. 3-dimensional


488 [Bre74]. 4th [IEE78]. 4X [Hew80a].

5-9 [Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75e, Xer71a, Xer73]. 5.95 [Bar80b]. 5/6/7 [Ano70a, Ano70f, Ano70g]. 5/7 [Ano70b, Xer70a, Xer70b]. 50 [BB71, Tho72a]. 500 [Int70c, Int72k]. 501 [Int68j, Int75f]. 51 [Hab72]. 52 [Sp72]. 520 [Int70c, Int72k]. 524 [Bre78a]. 550/560 [Ano75c, Ano75d]. 57 [Hab73]. 5702 [Int74f]. 5702-F0-101 [Int74f]. 5703 [Int74f]. 5703-F0-101 [Int74f]. 5704 [Int74f]. 5704-F0-101 [Int74f]. 5734 [Int74d, Int74e]. 5734-F0-3 [Int74d]. 5734-LM3 [Int74d]. 58 [Spa73]. 59 [Fre73].


8 [Ano80c, Dig64, LC75, Uni68a]. 80 [Mos78, Rad79, Rad88, Sch79b]. 82 [Gow75]. 83 [Mon75]. 84 [An79, MZ75]. 85/86 [Sys73a, Sys73b]. 87 [MH75a]. 88 [Gen75c]. 89 [BR75a]. 8K [Int63o].

90 [Boh75]. 91 [BR75b]. 92 [BS75]. 9j [CM66]. 9R1 [Spe79, Spe80c].

= [LT75].


Academy [Uni78]. Accelerated [KGY80]. access [IA78, Lit74]. Accessing [Ker80]. accompany [Col78b, Gro73c, HD78a, JSSW77b]. Mur80, MS75d, PD80b, Per72a, Per72b, SM72b, SS74, Wu73c]. according [Hun74]. accounting [Per72a, Per72b, Pil70, Per72a, Per72b]. accrescimento [SS68b]. accumulation [Slo70]. accuracy [Bri68a, OK72].

achtensymmetrischen [Rot71]. Acid [Nor66, Leo74]. acid-base [Leo74]. ACM [AK74, BS73b, Bre74, BH73b, Cha71a, Cli74a, Don73a, ES74b, Ein72, Fen73, Fia73, FSC73, Gen72, Gri78, HK72, JT72, Jon79, KR78, Kno73, Kub73, KuK72a, Lew73, Lin72, LT73, MM73a, Mol72e, Pag74a, Pat73a, Pie73, Pie74, Pom74, RK73, RR73b, Ros78, SS73, Whi72, Wil72d, Wil72b, Yoh72].

ACM/SIGGRAPH [KRS78]. acquire [Smi79]. action [EB80, HBE80, ZD78]. activities [Lee77]. activity [O`D74].

Adaptable [Poo74]. adaptation [MW71a, MW71b]. Adaptive [KGY80, DP76a, Vic70a]. Addenda [Mer58a]. Addendum [Dat77a]. adding [CL70]. addition [Car66]. Additional [LS76, Lit74, Ver59]. Additions [Mas60, Ano67]. Additive [RST78, Krà72a].

Addressing [Gar63]. Adiabatic [RCL75]. adjustment [Bou67, Hor65].

administration [Int64f, Int69a, Int72i, MGL73, SM70]. Advanced [BE74, BrO74, En78a, HPR77, HPR78, Mis78a, eR76]. advising [Gil76].

advisor [Int8]. aeroelastic [PG67].
ESD68, Fin68, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin77, GKB74, Gar63, Gen66a, GS70, Gro71, Har68a, HB63, Hem70, dPW80, Hili79b, IA80, Joh71, Kan79, Kan71, Khu68, Kra74, KR78, Lar69, Lou69, Lov68, Lye80, Mac69, MI64, Mat72a, MC64, McGC69b, McG76a, McGC76b, Mit65, Mou70, NL75, Nor63, Nut76, Par70, PK65a, PK65b, PT67, PT69, PG66, PS78, Ran68, RPE79, Rey69, RR70, Rin79, RW77, Kan68, She70a, SDZ80a].

Analysis
[Sig80, Sik71, Spa76, Spa80, TC70, TB65, TD78, VP76, VP75, Wal68, Wil72a, Wis69, Wit79b, Wit79a, Wit79c, Wit79d, YHE69, vM75, vM78a, vM79, Kar77].

Analytic
[O'K64, Wat75].

Analytical
[But66, Com80b, Kan79].

Analyze
[Ant80, BP76, SG69, Whi68].

Analyzer
[Fel76b, PJ75, Blu65, Jon64, Lyo74].

Analyzing
[Jul75, Sho76a].

Analysis
[Ano70c, Ove72].

AND-OR
[Nak77].

AND-OR-B
[Nak77].

Anleitung
[Dre70].

Annullar
[KM77a, KM77b, Kat77].

anomalies
[Pl75, Rap66c, Rap66d].

anomaly
[KRB77].

ANS
[Xer74a, Xer76a, Xer76b, ACM67, ANS76a, ANS76b, Ano76b, BS80a, Fel76a, FR77, Hip79a, Knu76a, Knu76b, LHL80a, LHL80b, Lye80, SIG76, ANS76c].

ANSI
[AME8d, Ano77c, Con73c, Ame66a, Ame66b, Ame87c, Ame87d, ABH71, Con71b, Con73b, Col78a, Col78b, Lam71a, Obr71, Sac74, SS76, Tan78a].

Answer
[AB89b, Key73c, LJ71b, MMH71b].

Anwender
[Her78].

Anwendung
[Fri75b, Mac70a, Sto71].

any

APL [Dav74].

aperiodic [Lov68].

APL [Cha70, CF71, Cor77, DT74, GS71, Lee74b, Mor71, Smi78].

APL/FORTRAN [Mor71].

aplicacion
[Wei73].

aplicaciones
[MD66a, MD73, Rid69].

aplicados
[JSW70].

APLT
[Ste60b].

appendix
[AW73b, HM62c].

Apple
[Ano80a, Sii80].

Application
[Int75a, BP76, BK74, Boa69, Int78b, Int78c, Low76, RP74, SY77, Weg66].

Applications
[Day72b, HD78b, Kuo72, Lou73, May73a, MCC67b, Mos64, Sas74a, Sec75, Ban75, Bar70, Car68, CW71, Day79, Gar71, HK75, Int64a, Ker72, LB68, LP77a, LP77b, Ld69, Mac70a, MD64, MD66b, MD68, Nol71, PS74, Sas74b, Sch69, SM70, SC70, Sch71, Sh080, Vas72, Zim69, Hi73, Ung69, Wil75, Gow73, Bar73a].

Applicazioni
[Rid67, Rid78].

Approved
[Eng75, FIA70a, FIA70b, JSW67, JSW77a, JSW77b, Kar77, Lew80d, MS77b, SM72c, SM76a, Brie68a, Com80b, CK80, Clo72, Lew80c].

Approach
[CS73b, CS76, CS77b, DS77, Eng75, Har70, HM77, HH79b, Jay80, KC72, Lew80b, Mar80, OR75, Rul80, Swa72, Vic78a, Wol68b, AP77, Ayc80, Bra79, Col78a, Col78b, CS68, CST1e, CST2, CS77c, DS72, Fis71, Gra79, Key73a, Key73c, Key73b, KS74, KS75b, Kr75, MM75b, MS70b, MS70c, MS75c, MS75d, SM73a, SW79, Tea74, Vic70b, Vic78b, Zav73].

Approaches
[Bar71b, BK72, And70].

approfondissement
[Tho78].

approximation
[MclL78, RR73b, Dun79, Lil71, Rob79].

approximations
[Lar63b].

April
[Ame78c, Ame78d].

APSE
[Nat70a].

arbitrarily
[Dey76].

Arbitrary
[Ono79a, Ono79b, Hol68, RS72, Sca71].

arc
[MC70].

architectural
[Rog80].

Architecture
[LB80, PC78b].

area
[Gof74].

areas
[Int78b, Int78c, Int80b].
[Ben78, Sca71]. argument-parameter [Ben78].

Arguments [Wan78, BH73a, FM76]. Arising [Mer78b, Wol78a, Mer78a, Mer78c].

Arithmetic [BY78, Bre75, Bre78a, Bre78b, Bre79b, BHY80, IEE75, IEE78, Mal72, NO75, Ono79a, Ono79b, RJAS78, She59, Ste77, WLO76, Yoh78, Yoh79a, Yoh79b, Yoh80, Bac72, Bre76a, Cla73a, Dat73, DD68, Per77, Sni71b, Wal63, Wei65]. arithmetic [Cra79]. aritmetica [dMdF73]. arranging [Hil79c]. Array [Eri75, Flo78a, MR73,arrays [Bai63, HV74, S878a, SM73a, Tay76]. art [Kno72]. ary [Ken65]. ASA [Hei64, Hei66]. ASAP [Hei64, Hei66]. ASC-7 [Mor79]. ASC [Mor79]. ASCII [Ano78a, Spe76a, Spe78b, Spe79, Spe80c, Spe84, Uni80c]. aspects [Ste74]. assemble [Ful73, Gro73d].Assembler [Kuo73, PP77, Sun73, Ful73, Hug77, Joh72, Mos78, Har69, Rin77, Kuo74, LMP77]. ASSEMBLER-Programmen [Rin77]. Assemble [Phi79], assembly [Int62d, Int63g, Int64c, Mer60a, Moo60, Sti62]. assertion [SF75]. Assignment [BD80b, DZ78, Han72a, Han72b]. assignments [SDH74]. Assisted [DDM75, Hon73b, Mis78a, Pen68, Wid79, Bee75]. associated [Fis78, Gav76, Pol78]. association [Ben78, KPG63, Rei80]. Assumptions [Wag70]. astrology [Smi70d]. astronomical [PC67]. astronomy [Bal69]. Atlas [Yor64, Sch67]. atmosphere [FB73]. atmospheres [Gus73]. atmospheric [Fro63]. attitudes [Wil73]. attributes [Hil79c]. Aufgaben [Pau71a, Pau71b]. Aufl [Bar74]. AUGMENT [BHY80, BJ77]. augmented [Pit70]. Augmenting [DZ78]. ausfuhrlicher [Sto70]. Ausgewahlte [Spa75a]. Ausgewahlte [Spa75c, Spa79b]. Austin [Axf72]. Auswertung [Fri75b]. Authoring [Mis78a]. Authority [Int75a]. authors [Shn77]. Auto [Ent63, CS61].

auto-instructional [CS61]. Auto-primer [Ent63]. autocorrelation [Hen70]. Autoinstructional [Hui65, CS62]. Automata [Loc74]. automated [C74b, JM76]. Automatic [AK80, Bac56, Bau70, Bee70a, Blu77, Cha74, DP76b, HN58, IBM56, Int59f, Ked80, Ken70, Ken80, Pat73a, Sch72a, She59, BBB57, ES75, Goe64, Hae77, Her64, Int57b, Int57a, Int57c, Int57d, Int59a, Int59b, Int59f, Int63f, JK74, MSR66, PH77, SLW68, Ste70, vM75]. automatica [HDN74]. Automatically [Par75]. Automatisierung [Te72]. autoprogram [Pic66]. autotester [SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63]. aux [Lou73]. Auxiliary [Her71]. av [Has76]. available [C77, New72]. averages [She70a]. averaging [Hil79b, Kra74, Nut76, vM79]. Avoiding [Owe65a, BS64]. axial [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77]. axial- [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77]. axially [Per80, Tho65]. axis [Mc71]. axisymmetric [Hol67, PKN65a, PKN65b, Rec72].

B [BK75, Bur78, Gar72, Nak77, Bur68b, Bur70b, Bur74, Fre74, NL71, Ste72a]. B1700 [Hug78]. B2DATL [AK77]. B4Tran [MH75b]. B5500 [Ben69, Bur67]. B72 [Swa72]. B72-22 [Swa72]. Background [Kie66, CL80]. backward [Nut76]. balance [Leo74]. balances [Soy71]. Balancing [Day76]. Balfour [VP80a, VP80b]. bands [MW71a, MW71b]. bandwidth [Cla80]. Bank [Sch72b]. Barbara [SM71]. Barraud [Ric73]. basal [Gof74]. Base [DW77, SM75, VP80a, VP80b, Con78a, CJM67, Fis78, Leo74, So80]. Based [Aki74, Axf72, B77, Cra76, Ina80a, Ina80b, Jan70, Rec79, DH78, Din69, FL76, Gut79a, Gut79b, HD78a, Jos78, Kal72a, Lee67, Lee72, O'N74, PC78a, Phi71a, Phi71b, Plo77, PK67, PK69]. Bases [DPR70, Wol68b, Sni67a, Sni71a, Smi73a, Wol68a]. Basic
buildings [FMC78, ST73a, San74]. bulletin [Con71d, Gol68a, Gol68b, Moo60, Sha71a, Sha71b]. Büermann [Lou73].

burnable [Zaa69]. BURNAPAN [Zaa69]. Burmann [Lou73]. burnable [Zaa69]. BURNAPAN [Zaa69]. Burroughs [Ben69]. bus [RSBR69]. Business [Car79b, Did78, Jay80, Lew80b, Mar80, May73a, Mur77c, Mur77a, Mur77b, Mur80, O'75, Sec75, Wu73b, Wu73c, Wu77a, Wu77b, AB68, AB69b, Bar70, Cal69b, Car79a, Car79c, CS77a, DEN79, MG68, Nie68, Nie71, PS74, Rau68, Rob62, Sch69, SM70, Sch70, Sch71, Fai74]. Business-Oriented [Fai74].

c [Bar73a, CJ77, Din72, Fry71, Gar72, Hui65, Jun69, SS68b, CJ78, Ste72a, Uni79].

C [Car79a, Car79c, CS77a, DEN79, MG68, Nie68, Nie71, PS74, Rau68, Rob62, Sch69, SM70, Sch70, Sch71, Fai74].

C.256 [CJ78]. C.C.C [Ano70d, Ins64, Ins74]. C2 [JT72]. C5 [FSC73]. C6 [Pie74]. CA [ACM78, IEE78]. cable [SM73a], cadre [Lou73]. CAI [Lin76, McA77a, McA77b, Mis78a, Pen68]. CAI/CMI [Lin76]. CAL [Uni69b, Uni73, Uni74a].

Smi63a, Lea67, Mor75, Wol78b.

Characteristics
[Boy74b, Man64, Bec73, Har77, Her64].

Characters [WM77], charged [Tro66b].

chart [Ste70].

charts [BC77, BC79, Leu79b, Dil79, Fis79].

CHEBINQ [Will4].

Chebychev [Fut78, Sim76b].

Chebyshev [Sim76a, Win74].

Check [Spi65, Edg79].

checking [Ube76].

CHEMANAL [Col80b].

chemical [Col80b, PJT76b, PJT76a, SM73b, Tro66b, WS71].

chemically [Erd80].

chemischen [WS71].

Chemistry [Bee75, Dic68, DS62, DS63, DS76].

Chemists [Ise78, IJ79].

chen [Ano75b].

Cheng [IT79, Ano72d, pC79, lH80, Jam75].

Cherno [TT80].

Cherno-Type [TT80].

Chess [KC73, BB71, BW75, Gil70].

chi [Ano75b, pC79, lH80, jT79, Wie75].

chi-square [Wie75].

Chief [San70].

chih [Ano72d].

Chippewa [Con66a, Con66b].

CHLOE [Bra72a].

CHNGLC [Bar75].

Choice [ADG70].

Chromatic [JR75].

chromatograph [Bar75].

chromic [BP76].

ch'uan [Ano75b].

chungsim [JK73].

ciencias [MD66a, MD73].

CINDY [SR73].

CIPW [VV66].

circles [Dil79].

circuits [Ul61].

circulating [Cam77, MC70, TH62, WCT68].

circulation [Ul61].

Civil [McC75].

cladistic [Bar66].

Clarification [ANS69c, ANS71a, ANS69a, ANS71b, Ano69b, ANS69b, ANS71c].

Class [BH73b, Osy76, Han74, Man63].

classes [Her74].

Classification [BB77b, Hil79c, Sal71b, Spa80].

classifications [Dem69].

Clear [Jaf78, Jaf72, Jaf79].

Clohse [Tam66].

Clenshaw [Gen72].

climatic [Wil77b, Wil77c, Wil77d].

close [RG68].

close-packed [RG68].

CLUSTAN [Wis69].

Cluster [Spa73, Spa80, BC67, Par70, Spa76, TB65, Wis69].

Clustering [Pag74a, Sal71a].

Clusterwise [Spa79a].

CMS [Int72a, Int72b, Int72c, Int72d, Int72e, Int72f, Int72g, Int74a, Int74b, Int75b, Int75e, Int75d, Uni80b].

coalescence [AJ69].

costal [Lar69].

COBOL
[Ber64, BD72, Can77, Car79b, Elk65, Har69, Kan71, KF72, Kha76, KG72, Kno74, Lee74b, Mat72b, Mur77a, Mur77b, Rin77, Sha65, So80, Tai65, Tha77, Ve66, Car79a, Car79c, DT74, Kur73, LMP77, Obr70, Obr71, Slo80, Sun73, Uni78].

COBOL - [Rin77].

CODASYL [Con77a, Con80a, Sta74].

Code [I74a, Lea78, NC76, Bak68, Bar77a, Cas62, CIW78, ES75, F71, Gea65, Gro73d, HPB73, Hug77, Int71d, Int72b, Int72f, Kau69, Kro75, Loh90, LM69, MG67, Mtt66, Mue75, Mur66, PB73b, Rus79, Sal70, Saw62, Sho76a, Sho76b, Sol64, Sta65, VV66, Zaa69, vM75].

Coded
[Air77, Kno72, Kno75a, WM60, Kno75b].

Codes
[LP73, DS75, Fis79, Fri71a, Jac78, Ske79].

CODEX [Wer72].

Coding
[Bac56, HN58, IBM56, Int59e, She59, Yoh72, BBB57, Int57b, Int57a, Int57c, Int57d, Int59a, Int59d, Int59f, Int63f, Int75a, Jam73a, Kir79].

Coeff [KPG63].

Coefficient [KPG63].

Coefficients
[Pie74, AD73, CM66, Gus73, MC64, Pic66, RV78, Tam66, Vic70a, ZT76, Zoh72].

coherent [SDH74].

COKO [KC73].

Colin [Bar80b, Cha73, Gow73, Hil73, Hil79a, Pat73b, Wil75], collaborative [Jul75].

collect [vM78b].

collection [C178a, C178b, Nor63].

collector [Ree72].

college [Zor68].

collision [TS73].

Colman [Hui65].

Coloring [Kau78].

com
[Ano70d, CC70, Ins64, Ins70, Ins74].

combination [MU75].

Combinations [Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c, LT73, Wei66a, Wei66b, MB68a, MB68b, SM665].

combing [Elk65].

comentate [HDN74].

Comes [Bri79].

COMFORT [Cla78].

commentary [Sch66e, Sch66b].

commentes [DG75, Tho72c, Tho78].

Comments [Bla60, Fel76a, Fel75, Kuk66].
commercial [Int8, IBM68, Int68g, Int68h]. Committee [JV67a, JV67b], commodity
[Hol80]. Common [Ein76, Con75b, Con75c, Con79d, Har69]. Communicating [Jac73a, Jac73c, Jac73b].
communication [Phe76], compact [Blu70].

Comparative [Gre77, Raf79, Dav70, Dav72a, Kan71, Lee74b, Pin73], comparing [MR78]. Comparison
[Fit74, Pal68, Rod76, Woo77a, Woo77b, Car78b, Cha70, Ham74, Har69, Kee75, Mat72b, Nut78, Phi71a, Phi71b, Pot66,
Sch79c, Sch80g, Slo68, ST73b, Tha77, Wri66]. comparisons [Gen77b], compatibility [The68]. Compatible [Ano68c, Day78,
Wil80b, DH78, Dav72b, HD78a, Mei74, Ste73, Wil80a, Hil79a, Bar74], compensation [Com80b]. Competence
[Sm68], competent [O’D74]. Compilation [Bee70b, RCM66, Die77, Gea65, Hai65, Rob68]. Compiled
[GHG60, Han60, Mer60b]. Compiler [BE74, Bee71a, Con76d, Fel79, Hig79a, Int74c, MM75, PB74, REC75, She59, Bid79, Bla68a,
Bla68b, Boa69, Bob70, Bur68b, Con66a, Cau78, Col75, Con77c, Cor61, Dig7a, Dig72b, Dig72c, Fit75, Hai65, Har78, Hea79,
Int72d, Int74b, Int74d, Int80a, Kin69, KSc68, Lar63a, Low76, IAL72, MHH+68, Mer68b, M0075, M0077, Sys73a, Sys73b, Ste80,
San78, Sas69, SA73, Sch79b, SG6+.67, SLe75, Ste73, Ste72b, Ste62, Tay68, Wer72, BJ77]. Compilers [MS73a, Poo74, SFIK79, Bla71,
Dav70, Dav72a, DH78, HD78a, KS70, Knu62, Kro75, Sco77a]. Compiling [Spe80a, Vic64]. complainants [Hai72]. Complement
[NO75, Mon78], complemento [SS78b], completa [Lee86]. Complete [An07a, BC70, Lee66a, Lee66b, Wat68].

Complex [JT72, Kuk72a, Kuk72b, Mil68, Mon75, Rei80, RK73, FM76, Mue66, Sca71, SM73b]. complexity [Sel77, Tan80b], component
[Dun75b]. components [Rap66a, Wal68]. composability [McC74b], composic~ao [dC73]. Composite [FJA80a, FJA80b].
composition [FB73, Hun74, Kot72]. compound [SMD71, SR73, SDH74]. compound-nuclear [SDH74]. compounds
[Ste72a]. Comprehensive
[Han65, Haa69a, Haa69b, Jun69]. Compressed [MS73a], compression [DP76a]. compressor [FH71], compressors
[Gal73]. computacion [Car78a, DG70, JSW70, dMdF73]. computador [An070d, CC70, Ins64, Ins70, Ins74]. computadoras [Far74]. Computation
[AG80, AK77, BK74W7, BK8+80, BC72b, ES74b, Fro63, Pie74, SMD71, SR73, VS80, Coc80, DP76b, Gav76, Hol67, Hol68, JSW76,
JSW77a, JSW77b, Kau69, Lit69, OLS66, PMT77, Rap66a, Rap66b, Sch66c, Sch66d, Sch66e, Sch66f, Sch66g, Wal68, ZD78,
Zoh72]. Computational [Gin78a, Hin76]. Computations [FMM77, FMM80, Mol72b, FP75, Mol71, Sim66, Wie75]. compute
[EP67, Plo75, Plo77, Sca71]. Computer [AI78, Abr72, AB69a, AG80, AW73a, And64b, And66, Arm78, Axf72, BK72,
Ben69, Bog74, Bog80, Boi74, Con68a, CPM72, CS62, DDM+75, DS76, DS74a, Dic68, Edu70, EF76, Eld70, FJA80a, FJA80b,
For70, For75, FMM77, Fall72, Geo80, G870, GO75a, GO75b, Gue73b, HB76, IEE75, IEE87, IEE89, IAAF57, Ise78, Jac7a,
Jam73b, Ked80, KC72, KH75, Knu70, Les72, Lew73, Lov75, May72, Mer78b, MS75a, MS73d, MR70, Pen70, Per75, Pil70, Rad75,
Rad76a, Rad80, Raj77, Rob67a, Rus78, San70, SSS77, Sch73, Sim70b, Son71, Sov71, Sta75, SM64, SM68, SP70, TW71, Tou70,
Ver65, Wag70, Wal72, Wal80b, Wei69, WB65, Wol78a, Wol68b, Agh77, AW73b, ADT67, And64a, An064, An072c, BP76, BeC72,
BW78b, BB71, BC77, BC79, BC72a, Bis75].
computer
[Blo68, BCS68, BR78, Bre79a, BC70, Bro71a, Bro73, But66, Con62a, Con62b, Con64c, Con64b, Con64a, Con65, Con66a, Con66b, Con67a, Con67b, Con67c, Con68b, Con69a, Con70, Con71d, Con71b, Con71c, Con72a, Con73c, Con73d, Con73e, Con73b, Con75a, Con78b, CB69, CCL69, CG73, Cha76, Cha71c, CS73a, Cla78, Cla68, Cle68, CJM67, CSM77a, Cra75, DvC69, DS66, DS67a, Dav72b, DS62, DS63, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, Dun74, Ent63, EKM74, FB79, FP75, Fis79, Fit75, FL76, Fos73, Fox64, Fro63, Ful73, GP73, Gel69, Gen66a, Gra79, Gre75, Gro73d, Gue73a, Gut79a, Gut79b, Hyd66a, Hyd66b, Hew76b, Hal65, HMM75, Har68a, Har69, Har73, HG66, HPB73, Her74, Hob67, Hov69, Hor65, Ins67a, Ins76a, IA78, Irv60, IJ79, Jac73c, Jac73b, Jam73a, JM76, Jos78, KPG63, Key73a].

computer [Key73c, Key73b, Kha77, Knö72, Krü67, Krü68, Lou74, Li71b, Li71a, MI64, MH72, MM73, McC74b, MK70, MG76a, Mg76b, McM66, MP65, Mer78a, Mer78c, Mer60a, Mis78a, Mur66a, New73, Nyd68, O’D65, Obr71, OR77, OG69, Pan70, PC67, PB73b, Pen68, Per72a, Per72b, Phi71a, Phi71b, PG66, PJ77b, PC77b, PC76b, Pol78, Ra71a, Ran68, Ren65, Rey69, RR70, RSBR69, Rub69b, Rub69a, Rub69c, Sco76b, SD66, SD67, SA74, Sch68, Sei72, She70a, She70b, SDZ80a, SDZ80b, Sik71, SYR77, Ste75, Slo68, Sm67b, Sm67a, SR76, SR76b, Sou71, Squ70, Sta65, Ste72b, SM73b, SWE67, SW79, TS73, Tay80, THe88, Thr79, Tom71, Tr73, Tro64, Tur75, U. 61, Bur76, VV76, VFS72, VEC64, WAI80a, WAI80b, WAI69, War69, Wei75, We65, Whi71, WB71].

computer [Wai68, Wai79, Wai69, Wai79b, Wit79a, Wit79c, Wit79d, Wit74, Wai70, ZSD80, Lin76, Bee75, FMM80, Hut65, Re76].

Computer-Assisted
[DDM75, Mis78a, Pen68, Wid79, Bee75].

computer-generated [Her74].

Computer-Oriented
[AG80, AW73a, AW73b].

computer-use [Smi67b].

Computerized
[Hei72a, Sch79c, Sch80g].

Computern [GG72].

computer-programmen [Her74].

computer-supported [DA75, Mis78a, Pen68, Wid79, Bee75].

Computer-Based
[AXF72, FL76].

Computern [Axf72, FL76].

Computational
[DDM75, Mis78a, Pen68, Wid79, Bee75].

Computers
[BR74, DW71, Gin78a, Ker72, LR77, MG76, MGL73, NO75, Obr70, Obr71, O’B75, OR75, Pac69, Wu73a, Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano70f, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75e, BC67, Com80a, EB80, Ent80a, Ent80b, Feu77, FLM70, Fri73, FLM74, FL74, Han78, HW67, HBE80, Har66b, Int64a, Int78b, Int78c, Kno75a, Kno75b, LM70, MW69, Mye73, Pav65b, Pri69, SM66a, SM66b, Uni80c, WI73, WM99, Wri66, Xer70a, Xer70b, Xer71a, Xer73, vM75].

Computing
[Bar72a, Din73, DG67, Gaf77, Gaf80, Gar78, Jun68, MH78, Mon77b, Mon77a, Mon79, Rec75, Sci69, San73, Sch80c, Sch73, SP70, Tea72, AJ69, Car68, CW71, CW72, CW73b, CW73a, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79, DG68, DLS79, FB73, Gol65a, Gol65b, LK74, LB68, MV66, MC70, Nol71, Ott78, RR73a, SM73a, Sol78, Fai74, Hen67].

con
[BB78, CDG73, CDG80a, DG70, JSW70, LP79, MDD66a, MD73, SIC74].

concentration [Cam77].

concentric
[Dil79].

Concepts
[Dic74a, Els73, Bur68a, KF72, SCI69, SF75, Wid79].

concerning
[Bec73, Kni76b, Lou67, PH77].

Concise
[Ral71b].

Concordance
[McA77a, McA77b].

CONMIN
[Van73b].

Considerations
[Lee77, FK76].

constant
[Cha71c, Pic66].

constants
[ABB74, Nor66, O’D65].
constellations [Aub76]. constituencies [Van73a]. Constrained [RK73, Kra72b, MS79, Rob79, Van73b, Wor69]. construct [Bra77]. Constructing [GST9, MS73a, Wra70]. Construction [BE74, Ant77, PC78b, War69]. consultant [NM74]. contained [IA80]. containers [U. 61]. Containing [GH72, Fic71]. Contemporary [BKK +80]. contenant [Ray63]. contention [IA78]. contents [Int80b]. context [Fri70]. context-free [Fri70]. Contingency [Hab72, MH75a, Sch72c]. continuation [Rap66d, RBp75, Wat75]. Continuous [Ano68c, Edw76a, Gus73, Kru68, Sik71]. continuous-time [Kru68]. continuum [SW75]. CONTOR [RS72]. Contour [Day63, Dic74b, LBG66, McM67, Nor66, SS78a, Tur68, McM67]. Contour-Map [Day63]. contours [RS72]. Control [BF79, Con71c, kC80, DPR70, Hon76, Kuk72a, Kuk72b, Mer78b, Mil73b, Mil75, Wol78a, BK77, BCE77, Bom67, Bri68a, CR74, Leu79a, Leu79b, IA78, Jos78, Lat79, MI75a, Mei75a, Mei76, Mer78a, Mer78c, Mod74, SA74, Sch80f, Sed77, TRW73a, TRW73c, TRW73b, TRW73d, Zal73, Gin78a, Gro73d].}


**correspondent** [dMdF73]. Correspondence [Art75, Cha72, Coo72, Dew72, Ehr72, Eng74, Fin72b, Fla72, Hal72, HV74, Mee72, SS72, Tay68, Wel70a, DCHR76a, Hil79b]. Corrigenda [Yat71b]. Cosine [DA68, Lin72]. Cost [Axt72, Mid74, BA73, New72].

**cost-Oriented** [Mid74]. costs [Cra75, Sin78]. count [OG69]. counter [Ken65]. counterflow [Sav62]. Counting [Van73a]. counts [Slt78]. coupled [Car74b, Las71]. Coupling [Mod74]. Courses [Ano78b, Cha67, Lou73, VG77]. Course [AW73a, BE74, Fre74, HPR78, Mon77a, Ste75a, SP70, AW73b, Baj72, Bau79, Bhu70, Bur72, Bur71, Cal69a, CS71a, CS71b, CS71c, CS71d, CS75, Coo76b, Dig80a, Day72c, Ell80, ES78, GO75a, GO75b, Hew80b, HM75, Hon73b, HPR77, He77, Int63l, Int63m, Int63c, Int63i, IBM68, JOW72, Kha76, Kha77, Lee67, Lee72, Lin76, Lot71, Mon77b, Mon79, New75, NB70a, NB70b, Plo65, PN68b, Rad76b, Ral71a, Rat72, Roh73, San73, SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63, Smi67b, Smi68, SW79, TW71, Tom71, Uni78, Wat68, Wil76c]. courses [AHP77, Ful77, Sol78, Swi72].

**covariance** [Fin68, Fin72d, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin77, Rey69].

**coverage** [Mei78]. CP [Xer76a]. CP-V [Xer76a]. craft [Hun74]. CRAY [Cra80, Hig78, Hig79a, Rus78]. CRAY-1 [Cra80, Rus78, Hig79a]. creating [Feu77].

Creation [DPR70]. criteria [Van73a].
Expressions [BE69, Mon78, Wal63, Wer72].

EXTENDED [Bee71b, Ano70a, Int72d, Int74c, Int74b, Int74d, Int71k, Owe79, Roc70, WLO76, Xer70a, Xer70b, Xer71b, Xer71c, Xer73, Xer75a, Xer75b, Zim69, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, BN76, Con71e, Con71f, Con72b, Con73d, Con73c, Con75d, Con75c, Con75f, Con76a, Con76b, Con76c, Con767, Con77b, Con77a, Con79b, Con79c, Con80b, Cra68, Leu79a, Leu79b, Far76, Gum77, Int78a, Kaz78, KA71, Mee74, Mei76, PT69, Wil76a, Wil76b, Wil76c, Xer71a, Xer74b, Bee71d].

extended-precision [KA71]. extending [Mei75a, Rei68, Rei71]. Extensibility [Kno70, Gum77]. Extensible [Ker80, Coo76a]. Extension [BW64, CLS64, Fin72c, GH72, Jet79, LG74, Mau72b, Nag80b, Oll71, Cha77, Eld77, Ham69, Mei74, Pow74, Sak79]. Extensions [Ehr72, Fin72b, Mee72, Mii73a, Cha76, Coo76a, Dig76b, Dig76c, Dig77c, FBP72, Fin72a, Par77, Zwa75]. Extremal [Sin73]. Extremely [Kru69, Kra72a]. extremum [Coc80]. extrinsic [LTB80]. exzentrisch [Die72].

F [Flo70b, Sik71, Ste72a], F. [Flo70a], F0 [Int67a, Int72k], F01 [Int74f], F03 [Int74c, Int74d], F1 [LHKK79a, NSB71], F2 [Ste76c]. F2PM [Cor60], F4 [Abd80, Kub73, Mol72c, She78b, She78c]. F40 [Dig75a], F5 [MC80b]. F77 [Gen77a].

Faa [Kli73], FABSTAT [Per80]. FACEDT [SDZ80a]. Facies [TT80, TT80]. facet [Bre79a]. Facilitate [CLS64, Mei75a, O’D74, Sal77a, Kan68].

Facilities [Wil80b, JSt74, Sco77a, Tro64, Wil80a]. Facility [BW64, KG72, Nag50b, ADT67, Con78a, Con77a, Con80a, Rob67b]. Factor [Gos80, Cla73a, Mil64, Mat72a, TB65].

factorial [Cla73a, Sid72a, Sid72b]. Factorials [Smi70e]. Factorization [ES74b]. factors [Cam77, MS66, Pol78, Smi70i, Wil76c]. facts [LS71b]. fallout [U. 61]. Fallstudien [Mac70a, Sto71]. FAP [Int62d, Int63g, Int64c, Ind60, Mer60a, Moo60, Sim66, Fox64]. farm [FMC78, dPW80, Pat67]. farms [Sin78].

FASAP [DPW80]. Fast [BM80, Mon75, RSD65, Spe80a, Ste77, Tay76, Bro80, Clo72, Dav70, Dav72a, Fis70, Sas69]. Faults [Hil71, SS72]. faunal [YHE69]. FDP [Ano70b, Ano75e, Xer75c]. feasibility [Eld70, Ben69]. feature [Fed63]. Features [Par75, Ver59]. Featurizing [MO80, KS70].

FEDIT [CS73a]. Feedback [Mer78b, Wil78a, Mer78c, Vas72]. Fehlern [Pin77]. feladatok [ZSF78]. FELIX [CJ78]. FESW [NM70, NM78]. FESW-a [NM78]. Fete [Ing71]. few [Sal70]. few-group [Sal70]. FFE [BML64]. field [And73, Der64, KR69, Rap66b, Sin78, Tho65]. fields [DS67b, RBp75]. figures [LS71b].

File [Ben77, dlB59, DW77, Har65b, BD71, IA78, JV67a, JV67b, Lat79, MK73]. File-handling [Har65b]. Files [Cor77, Hon71a, Lju80, MR78, RP74]. film [Mei78, Spe66a]. films [MC64]. filtering [And73, Kra74]. final [TS73]. Financial [Per72a, Per72b]. Find [Blu78, Wor69]. finding [Lil71, Sou71]. Finite [DA68, GH72, Pat73a, Ada78, Csc75, DP76b, LP74, NM70, NM78, PV74].

finite-difference [Ada78]. finite-element [NM70, NM78]. finite-range [PV74].

Finiteness [Wag70]. FINSYS [Thr79]. FINSYS-2 [Thr79]. fire [U. 61, MV66]. Fire [MV66]. First [Sl71, SP70, Bur71, CS71a, CS71b, CS71c, CS71d, CS75, Leu79a, Leu79b, Fic71, FM76, HM75, Lot71, PMBK80, Ral71a, Sca71, Sp65, SW79]. Fit [Fut78, Hab72, Sin76b, Sim76a, Tho72a, CJM67, Gut79a, Gut79b, Kat68]. Fitting [AK74, Cl74a, Bra72a, CIW78, Cl74b, Cl74c, Din69, GM64, Jam66a, McC71,
Ber64, Ber70b, BC77, BC79, BC72a, Bez75, Bid79, BS80a, Bis75, BLY70, Bla79, Bla60, Bla68a, Bla68b, Bla69, Bla71, Bla68, Bla70, BY73, Bol76, Bon75, BCS86, Boy74a, Boy76, Boy80, Bra78, BR78, Bre79a, Bre67, BT76b, Bri79, Bri68b, Bro61, Bro71a, Bro71b, Bro73, Bro74, Bro75, BD72, BS61, BS80a, Bur72, Bur68a, Bur69, Bur67, Bur68b, Bur70b, Bur73a, Bur74, Bus67, Con62a, Con62c, Con62b, Con62d, Con64c, Con64b, Con64a, Con64d, Con65, Con66a, Con66b, Con67a, Con67b, Con67c, Con68b, Con68a, Con68c, Con69d, Con69b].  

FORTRAN  

[Con69a, Con71c, Con71e, Con71f, Con72a, Con73c, Con73e, Con73f, Con73g, Con75a, Con75b, Con75c, Con75e, Con75f, Con76a, Con76b, Con76c, Con78a, Con78b, Con79a, Con79b, Con79c, Con79d, Con80b, Con80c, Con80a, Con80b, Cal72, Cal96b, Cal169, Cal169c, Cal169a, Cam56, CS71a, CS71c, CS71d, CS75, Cam77, Cam77a, CB69, CCL69, Car66, CLS64, CG68, CG73, Car68, CW71, CW72, CW73b, CW73a, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79, Car78a, Car78b, Cas62, Cau78, CJ78, Cha79a, Cha71b, Cha76, Cha77, Cha70, CW75, CPS0, CS73a, pC79, CK80, CW78b, CR74, Cla78, CCHT67a, Cla86, Cla80, Cle68, Cle70, CITH8a, CITH8b, CW63, Clo72, Coc60, Cod71, CST2, Coh66, Coh74, Coh75, Col76, Con71a, Con73a, Con76d, Con77c, Coo72, Coo76a, Car60, Cre61, Con77, CS68].  

FORTRAN  

[CS71e, CS72, Con75, CS77c, Con70, Cra66, Cra68, CL70, CDG68, CDG73, CDG80a, CDG80b, Cse75, CL80, Dig64, Dig72a, Dig75a, Dig75c, Dig75d, Dig76a, Dig76b, Dig76c, Dig77, Dig77b, Dig77d, Dig78b, Dig80a, Dig80d, Dig80e, Dig80g, Dig78a, Dat67a, Dat75, Dat77b, Das74, Dat73, Dav74, DS67a, DHT8, Dav72b, DCHR76b, Len79a, Len79b, DS62, Dea71, Dea77, Dec74a, Dec74b, Dec74c, Dec74d, Den71, Der64, Dev76, DS76, DS72, Dic74b, Dif72, Dig69, Din69, DO79, Doc72, Doc79, Don71, DG68, DG70, DM66c, Dra64, Dre72, Dre75b, DGT75, Dun77, Dun80, Dun75b, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, Dur80, DS75, E67, Edu70, Edu72c, Edu72f, Edu72e, Edu72b, Edu72a, Edu72d, ES74a, Edg79, EB80, Ekd77, Elk65, EO66, Ent80a, Ent63, Era77, Erd80, EKM74, ER79, Fed70, Fed87, Flot8a, Fan65, FB79, Fel76a, Fel77].  

FORTRAN  

[Fic73, FPB72, Fin72a, Fin72b, Fin77, Fis71, Fis76, Fit74, Fit75, Fla71, Flo70b, Flo78b, FB73, For71, For74, For78, For70, For73, For75, For79, Fox75, Fox78b, FB69, FK76, FK77a, FK77b, FGH75, FGH80b, FH71, Fri71a, Fri75b, FL70, Fri73, FL74, FL74, Fri80, Fro63, Ful73, Ful77, Gra70b, Gen67, Gen80a, Gen80b, Gen73, Gen77b, Gen77a, Gen66c, Gen70a, Gen70b, Gen69, Gen80c, Gal75, Gal78, Gal73, GM64, Gar71, GH72, Gav76, Gea78, Gel69, Gil77b, Gil70, GH73, Gle62, Gol74, Gol68b, Gol65a, Gol76, Gom79, GM73, Gar64, Got73, Gra70a, GO75a, GO75b, Gre75, Gro68b, Gro71, Gro73a, Gro73c, Gro73d, Gul71, Gus73, Gut79a, Gut79b, Gut76a, Gut76b, Hyd66b, Hew71, Hew74, Hew76b, Hew76a, Hew79a, Hew79b, Hai65, HW72, Hal72, Ham79b, Ham69, HRHT8].  

FORTRAN  

[Ham74, Han60, Han74a, IHS0, Har68a, Har9, Har80, Har66a, Har78, Har65b, Has78, Has67, HV74, HLS73, HB63, Hea68a, Hea79, Hea68b, Hea63, Hea70, Hei72a, Hei64, Hel63, HPB73, IHS69, Her72a, HM62a, HM62c, HM62b, HO64, Her64, HM64, Her78, Her69, Her70, Her72b, Her74, dPW80, HW75, Hig78, Hig75, Hig79b, Hil69, Hil71, Hil79b, Hil79c, Hil70, Hin67, Hin73, His75, Ho73, Hoa72, Hoa73, Hub67, HD78a, Hej69, Hej70, HP74, Hol71, Hol80, HK75, Hol77, HH77a, HH80, Hol67, Hol68, Hon73d, Hon75a, Hon76, Hon70b, Hon72a, Hon73b, Hon75d, Hon75e, Hon77a, Hon77b, Hon79b, Hor68, Hou71, HN70, HN58, HPR77, Hug77, HH78, HcL78, Hun74, Hun76, Hur77, HF78, IBM56, Int57a, Int57c, Int57e, Int58, Int59a,
Int59b, Int59d, Int59f]. FORTRAN
[Int60b, Int60c, Int61g, Int61a, Int61b, Int61d, Int61e, Int61f, Int62a, Int62b, Owe62, Int62d, Int62c, Int63j, Int63a, Int63k, Int63b, Int63l, Int63m, Int63n, Int63p, Int63c, Int63d, Int63f, Int63g, Int63i, Int64a, Int64b, Int64g, Int64e, Int64d, Int64f, Int65a, Int65b, Int65f, Int65d, Int65e, Int65c, Int66d, Int66f, Int66g, Int66b, Int66h, Int66a, Int67c, Int68b, Int68c, Int68e, Int8, IBM68, Int68g, Int68i, Int68a, Int68d, Int69a, Int69b, Int69c, Int78b, Int78c, Int70a, Int70b, Int70c, Int71a, Int71e, Int71b, Int71f, Int71g, Int71b, Int71i, Int71j, Int71d, Int72i, Int72a, Int72b, Int72c, Int72d, Int72e, Int72i, Int72h, Int72f, Int72g, Int72k, Int72m, Int72n, Int73a, Int73b, Int74a, Int74d, Int74i, Int74e, Int75b, Int75e, Int75c, Int75f, Int75d, Int77b, Int79, Int80a, Int71k, Int78d, Ins64, Int80b, Ins67a, Ins67b, IA78, Ind60, Int75a, Irv60, Isa73]. FORTRAN
[IJ79, Jac73c, Jac73b, Jaf72, Jam73a, JSW77a, JSW77b, JK78, JK74, Jef77, Joh80, JID80, Joh71, Joh65a, Joh65b, Joh72, JS74, Joh74, Joh76, Jon76, Joy77, Joy78, KL64, Kah66, Kah80b, KM73a, Kal72a, Kal72b, Kal71, Kal72e, KW71, Kani71, KFT2, Kaf68, KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kal77, Kac78, KP70a, Kee75, Kei69, KS68, Ker72, Key73a, Key73c, Key73b, KQ574, Kie66, Kir79, Kir73, Kni69a, Kni76b, Knu72, Knu70, Knu71, KG72, Kol74, Kor77, Kot72, Kra74, KW75, KS74, KS75b, KM72, KPC74, Kuk66, Kuk67, KA71, KTZ68, KTZ71, Kuo74, KR878, Lea70, Lai75, Lap78, Lar73a, Lar73b, Lar63a, LT80, LT75, Lau80, LK74, LB66a, Law77, Law78, Lea67, Lea80, Lea75, Lea64, Lec68, Led75, Lee69, Lee74b, LBM+80, Lem75, Leo74, Lep76, Les72, Les73, Lew63]. FORTRAN
[Lew79a, Lew80a, LP71, LM70, Lil68, LP79b, LB70, Lit74, Lju80, LV77, Lov68, Lun77, LV73, LJ71b, LJ71a, L077, Lyc80, Lyn63, Lyo74, LS75, LHL80a, LHL80b, U.S78, Mas60, Mis78b, Mas71, MS74a, Mac64, Mac67, Mac68a, Mac68b, Mac70b, Mac71, MI75a, MI80, MW69, MR73, Mal77, Man64, MM65, MHH71a, MHH71b, Man72b, Man63, Mar77b, Mar66, Mar78a, MP73, MS69, Man78b, MH72, MH73, Mat72a, Mat72b, MG71, Maz77, MeA77b, MT75, McC79, McC70a, McC78b, McC68b, McC69a, MS64, McC61, McC62, McC63, McC64b, MD64, MD66a, MD68, MD73, McC78f, MK70, McG70, McG67, McK80, Mee74, MP79, Mei69, Mei71, Mei75a, Mei76, Mei77, Mei78, MP65, MSR66, MS77b, Mer78a, Mer78c, Mer74, Mer58a, Mer60a, Mer60b, Mes74, Met80]. FORTRAN
[MS71, Mic79a, Mic79b, Mik73, Mil68, Mil73a, MI75b, MM75, MU75, Mis78a, Mit65, Moc69, Moc71b, Mon77b, Mon79, Moo71, Moo60, Moo77, MT80, Mor70, Mor79, MC80a, MM69, Mor75, Mos64, Mt.79, Mue66, Mul80a, Mur77c, Mur80, Mur70, Mur66, Mur71, MS70b, MS70c, MS75c, Mye73, Nat70a, NCR69, Nih69, Nic78, Nag78, Nag80a, Nak77, NM78, Nav78, Nee75, NC75, New67, NS69, New72, New76, NY78, Nic74, Nic75b, Nic75c, Nic80a, Nic80b, Nic80c, Nie68, Nie71, Nir69, Nis78, Nol71, NSB71, Nor63, Nor0, NM74, Nut78, Nut76, Nyd68, NL86, O'D65, O'D74, O'k64, OLS66, O'N74, OK27, Oja70, Oli71, Org61b, Org63, Org66b, Osi75, Osi77, Ost62, Ost64, Ove72, Ovi77, Owe65a, Owe65b, Owe79, PD80b, Par77, PB73a, PT73, Par70, Par74]. FORTRAN
[Paw65a, Paw65b, Pay64, PG67, PB73b, Pen68, PH63, PNK65a, PNK65b, PC71a, PC71b, Per72a, Per72b, Per80, PC7R6, PS74, Pet80, Phe76, Phi71b, Pic66, PT76, PT69, PT73, PG66, Pin73, Pit79, PMBK80, Plo75, Plo77, Plu61, Plu63, Plu65, PN68c, PN68a, PN68b, PJ7T6b, PJ7T6a, PC78b, PC64, Pol78, PS78, Pra65, Pre70, Pri77a, Pri77b, PK69, Pul64, Pyi62, Pyi63, Que71, Que77, Rad70, Rab62, Rad80, Rad79, Rad88,
RP74, Rap66a, Rap66b, Rap66c, Rap66d, Rat72, Rau78, Raw77, Ree68, Ree71, Ree72, Rei72b, Rei72a, Rei65, Rey69, RR70, Ric73, Rid79, Rin77, Rin79, Rob62, Rob67b, RST2, Roc70, Rod76, REC75, RMM69, RR73c, Rot71, Row76, Rub69b, RBK76, RB76c, Rub68b, Rus79, Ser71, Sci64, Sys73a, Sys73b, SIG76, Ste80, Sab76]. FORTRAN

[SG67, Oli71, Sak64a, Sak64b, Sak65, Sak70, Sak79, Sal71b, Sal76, Sal70, SD66, ST73a, San74, Sas69, Sca71, SM72b, Sch77, SA73, S80, Sch80f, Sch69, Sch79b, Sch72b, SB78, Sco78, Sea80, Sea79a, Kan68, Sei75, Sha76, Sha65, Sha71a, Sha71b, She78a. SR73, She78e, She78b, SDZ80a, SDZ80b, Sho76a, Sho76b, Sho80, Shu69, Shu73, Sil61, Sii71, Sim66, Sin78, Sch79, SP78, Sch75, Smi78, Smi63a, Smi63b, Smi67a, Smi71a, SJ72, Smi73a, SM75, Sh78, Smi79, Smi80, Sol64, Som71, Sou67, Sou68, Soy71, ST73b, Spa75b, Spa75c, Spa79b, Sp69a, Spe69b, Spe70a, Spe77a, Spe77b, Spe77c, Spe78a, Spe67, Spe69c, Spe9, Spe70b, Spe73a, Spe73b, Spe74a, Spe74b, Spe76a, Spe76b, Spe78b, Spe79, Spe80c, Spe84, SR72, Spi80, Sta65, Sta60, SM65, Ste76a]. FORTRAN

[Ste70, Ste72a, Ste60a, Ste60b, SG78, Ste73, Ste74, SS74, Ste60c, SS78, SD73, Ste72b, Ste78a, Ste78b, Sin77, Sti62, Sti72, Stoi71, Stoi76, SD72, Str78, SM73b, Swa72, S879a, SS75a, SS75b, S867, S872, Swi64, TRW73a, TRW73c, TRW73b, TRW73d, Taj65, Tan78a, Tan78b, Tan80a, TH64, Tai68, Tai76, Tel80, TH62, Tha77, The68, Tho71, Tho72b, TC70, Tho68, Thr79, Tip76, Tju68, Tok68, Tor69, TR77, TB80, Tro66a, Tro66b, TB65, TD78, jT79, Tur73, TT80, TC75, Tym68, Tym70, Uni69a, Uni69c, Uni68b, U. 61, Uni80a, Uni75a, Uni80a, Uni74b, Uni70, Upc72, VP76, Van66, Van73b, Var77, Vas72, Veg71, Veg74, Vie66, VS80, Ver59, Vic64, VAB62, Vin75, Vow74, Vow77, Vow78, VP75, Wag75, Wag80b, Wal80a, Wal68, Wal70]. FORTRAN

[WPK78, WG75, Wat76, WM60, Weg66, Wei75, Wei67, Wei66a, Wei66b, Wes69, Wet80, Whi68, Whi69, Wid79, Wie75, Wil69, Wil72a, Wil76c, Wil77a, Wil77b, Wil77c, Win74, Wis69, WS73, Wit74, Wil78b, Won67, Woo77a, Woo77b, Wor76a, Wri66, Wu73b, Wu77a, Wu77b, Xer70a, Xer70b, Xer70c, Xer71b, Xer71c, Xer71a, Xer73, Xer74b, Xer75a, Xer75b, Xer75c, Xer76a, Xer76b, Xer76r, Yor64, YP80, Yur76, Zaa69, Zal73, ZSF78, Zim69, ZSD80, ZSW76, ZSW77, ZSW79, Zoh72, Zor68, vM79, ZNS69c, ANS71a, ANS76a, Ame78f, ANS69a, ANS71b, ANS76b, A69, Ack64, AR72, Air77, AD73, AM72, AK80, All67, AK77, And64a, And64b, And66, And70, And73, Ano64, Ano67, Ano68a, Ano70c, Ano70d, Ano72a, Ano72b, Ano74b, Ano74c, Ano74a, Ano76a, Ano77a, Ano77b, Ano77c]. FORTRAN

[Ano78a, Ano78b, Ano78d, Ano79, Ano80b, Ano80d, AB68, AB69b, AI79, Ars64, Ayc80, Aye63, Bac72, Bae56, Bac80, Bae62, Bai63, Bai72a, Bai72b, Bai77, BB72, BB77a, BB78, BM79b, Ban78c, Ban84a, BB72, BM74, Bar61, Bar77c, BW78a, Bar79a, Bar75, Bar72b, Bar66, BD71, Bec73, Bec72, Bee80b, Bee75, BG78, Ben77, Ben78, Ben69, Bez73, Bit75, BCE77, Bla67, Bla71, Blu78, Blu65, Boa69, Bob70, Bod77, BJ77, BY78, Bog74, Bog80, BKK80, Bo78, Boi75, Bom67, BC67, BT76a, BP78, Bor67, Bor69, BK75, Bra72a, Bra77, BGG78, Bra79, Bra72b, Bra72c, Bra74, Bre75, Bre76a, Bre78a, Bre78b, Bre79b, Bur71, Bur70a, Bur73b, Bur79, BE69, BML62, BML64, Con69c, Con71d, Con72b, Con73d, Con74, Con75d, Con77b, Cor79, CC70, Cad71, Cad79, CS71c]. FORTRAN

[Car77, CF60, c73, Car69, Car74b, CJ77, Car79a, Car79b, Car79c, CCN79, CM66, Cha67, CR69, CR73, Cha79b, CIW78, Chi73, CM79, CPR75, CCHT67b, C1a73a, Cle66, CF71, Coa80, Coc80, CC74, CJM67, Col80a, CS61, CS62,
Col80b, Com80a, Com69, CA78, Con79e, Coo76b, CS73b, CS76, CS77b, Con67, Cra75, Cra80, CDG70, Cri77, CRT71, Dig72b, Dig75f, Dig79a, Dat67b, DDM75, DW70, DS77, Dar78, Dat66, DvC69, DS66, Dav70, Dav72a, DW71, Day72a, Day72b, Day72c, DCHR76a, Day78, Day79, DPR70, De 72, Dem69, Den80, D67b, DP73, DP74a, DP77, Did78, Die74a, Die74b, Die76, Dil79, DM66a, DM67, DM72b, Doc76, DH79, DG67, DM72c, Dor79, DR70, D66, DB69, DB70, Dre75a, Dub77, Duf77b, Duf77a, Du80, Dun75a, Dun79, Dun74, DT74, Ele68, EF76].

Fortran [Edw69, Edw73, Edw76a, Edw76b, Ein76, Ell78, Ell80, Emb78, Eng74, Eng75, Epp74, EP67, ESD68, Far66, Far74, Far76, Fat78, Fed63, FM76, F76, Fel76b, Fel79, Fer60, Fer63, Fic71, FP75, Fin68, Fin72d, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin72c, Fin70, Fla77, FM76, Fle70, Fle72, FST80, Fos74, Fox64, Fox77, Fra77, Fra79, Fre76, Fre74, Fri70, FGH80a, Ful74, Fut78, Gaf77, Gaf79, Gaf80, Gaj66, GKB74, Gar63, Gar65, Mer77, GH60, Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c, Gil77a, GMPW79, Gil60, GC67, Gin78a, Gin78b, Gol66, Gol68a, Gol65b, Goo64, Got72, Gre77, Gre79, Gro68a, Gro70, Gro69, Gro73b, Gue73a, Gun77, Gut75, Hyd66a, Haa65, Haa69a, Haa69b, Hal65, Hal69, HV66, HL70, HRR76, Han72a, Han72b, HDN74, Han78, Han67, Han74b, Han75].

Fortran [HW67, Har63, Har64a, Har64b, Har65a, Har65c, Har71, Har73, Har66b, Har77, Har66c, Har68b, Har74, Hat78, HDP68, HG66, Hei63, Hei66, Hei72b, Hem70, Her71, Hig79a, Hil73, Hil79a, Hol70, Hol72, Hon70a, Hon75b, Hon72b, Hon71a, Hon71b, Hon73a, Hon73c, Hon74, Hon75c, Hon79a, Hor65, Hon62, HPR78, Hug78, Hul73, HD78b, HH77b, HH79b, Hut80, Huy77, Int57b, Int57c, Int59c, Int60a, Int61c, Int63b, Int67a, Int64e, Int65c, Int66c, Int67b, Int68d, Tab66, Int66j, Ins70, Ins74, Iaa80b, IA80, Ing71, Ame77, Ise78, Izz73, Jet74, Jac75, Jac73a, Jaf78, Jaf79, Jah80, Jak73, Jam66a, JWS76, JWS70, JOW72, Jam78, Jam66b, Jam70, JeK73, Jam75, Jay80, Jet79, Jn69, Jv67a, Jv67b, Jv68, JCS76, JCMS77a, JCMS77b, Jon64, Jul75, KPG63, Kah80a, Kan79, Kan77].

Fortran [Kar73, Kar76, Kar68, Kat78a, Kat78b, Kau69, Kau78, KC60, KP70b, Ken70, KS70, Ken74, KS75a, Ken80, Ken65, Ker70, Ker75a, Ker75b, Ker80, Khu68, KGY80, Kli70, Kno70, Kno75a, Kno75b, Kru72b, KS72a, KS72b, Kri71, KR69, Kro75, Kru67, Kru68, Jac78, KBC73, KM73c, Kuo73, KRB77, Lam71a, Lam71b, Lam71c, LG73, Lam74, Lam77, LG78, Lan80, LT76, LP73, Lan72a, Lan72b, LMP77, LS71a, LS71b, Lar67a, Lar67b, Lar67c, Lar69, Lar63b, Las71, Lat79, LML69, LHHK79a, LHHK79b, LB77, Lec66a, Lec66b, LC78, LW66, Lee67, Lee72, Lee74a, LB68, LE65, Let74, Ler72, Lev71, Lew80b, Lim78, Lip77, Lip78, LP78, LPJ79a, LP79, LM76, LG74, LGF75, dMdF73, Lot71, Lou67, Lou74, Low76, Lue66, IAL72, LR77, Lyo80, Lyt75, Mas62].

Fortran [Mac70a, Mac73, Mac69, Mac74, MV66, ML70a, MG68, MGL73, Man72a, Man71, Man69, Man74, MG70, MI64, Mar77a, Mar71, MP72, MR78, MS77a, MS78, Mar80, MW71a, MW71b, May73a, Maz78, MC77a, MW75, McC67a, MC68a, MC70b, MC74a, MC78a, MM58, MC64a, MCB62, MC65a, MC65b, MC66b, MC67b, MC67c, MC72a, MC72b, MC73, MC74d, MC74e, MC78e, MC64, MC69b, MC75, MD80, MC76a, MC76b, MM80, ML73, McM66, McM7, MC70, Mee78d, Mee78a, Mee78b, Mee78c, Mee79, Mei68, MH75b, MO80, MSNC61, Mel62, Mer79, Mer78b, Mer58b, Mes73, MK68, ML73b, ML75, MS66, MS79, Moc70, Mo71a, Mod74, Mohn7, Mol71, Mol72b, Mon77a, Moo75, Moo76, MM78, MC80b, MC80c, Mot66, Mon70, Mue75, MS70a, Mul68a, Mul68b, Mul80b].
Fortran

[MS68, MS73b, MS73c, MS73e, MS75b, MS75d, Nat70b, Nat72, NCR70, Nat73, NL71, NOT72, NO75, NM70, Neh74, NS76, NC76, Nie72a, Nie72b, Nie75, Nik78, NL75, NBH70a, NBH70b, Obr70, Obr71, Oer71, OG69, Ono79a, Ono79b, Org66a, Org72, OM74, OF76, Ott78, PD80a, Pal68, Par78, PC78a, Pat77, Pat67, Pau71a, Pau71b, PP77, Pay70, PV74, Per77, Pet76, PH71, Phe79, Phi67, Phi71a, PT68, Pin80, Phi64, Pol65a, Pol65b, PC67, Pot66, Pow68, Pow70, Pow74, Pre79, Pri69, Pri75, PK67, PH77, Rad75, Rad76b, Raf79, Raj77, Ral71a, Ral71b, RV76, RV78, RG68, Rau68, Ray63, Ree79, RS69, Rei80, Rei76, Rej72, RPE79, Rey77, RR73a, Rrd67, Rrd68, Rrd69, Rrd78, RG77, RW77, Rit68, Rob69, RCL75, Rob79, Rob68, RT76].

Fortran

[RT77, Roh73, Ros73, RH76, RR73d, Ros71, RSBR69, Rub69a, Rub69c, RS78, RB75, RB76a, RB76b, RZB77, Rut66a, Rut66b, Rut66a, RFP73, Rut80, Sco76a, Sco76b, Sci65, Sch66c, Sch66d, Sch66e, Sch66a, Sch66b, Si80, Rom75, Sal77a, Sal77b, Sal78, SM76a, SD67, SA74, San78, Sas74a, Sas74b, Saw62, SK80, SC79, vNS63, SM72a, SK69, Sch78a, Sch80b, Sch80d, Sch80e, Sch68, Sch79a, SM70, Sch70, Sch71, Sch62, Sch72c, Sch79c, Sch80g, Sco77a, Sco77b, Sea79b, Sed77, Sec75, Sei72, Sel77, Sel72, Sep75, SST72, Sha77, SMD71, SDH74, She70a, She78d, Sic74, Sid72a, Sid72b, Sie74, Sig80, Sik71, SYR77, Sim76b, Sim76a, Sin73, SM73a, Sla67, Sla71, Sla72, Slo68, SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63, Smi66, Smi70b, Smi77, So80, SS68b, Sol69, Sou71, Spa75a].

Fortran

[Spe77d, Spe80b, Spe66b, Spe66a, Spe80d, Spi70, SR74, SE74, Spi66, Srl69, Sta74, SZ80, SM66a, SM66b, Ste75a, SP70, SS78b, Ste79, Ste75b, Ste76b, Ste76c, Stu68, Stu70a, Stu70b, Stu71, SM72c, SM76b, SG69, SF72, Sun73, SS79b, SS79c, Tam66, TI72, TS73, TS76, Tay80, Tea72, Tea74, Tho65, Tho66, Tho72c, Tho78, Tob65, TW71, Tom71, Tri79, Tri73, Tro64, Tug75, Tur68, Tur69a, Tur69b, Uni69b, Uni73, Uni74a, Uni75b, Uni72, Uni71, Uni78, Uni77, Uni79, Uni80b, Uni80c, Ube76, Bur76, Van68a, VV66, Vt67, Vic70a, Vic70b, Vic73, Vic77, Vic78a, Vic78b, VHP69, VL72, VG77, Wag80a, Wam68, Wal72, Wal75, Wal80b, WM72, Wal63, War69, War79, Wat68, Wat75, Wed75, Wei65, Wei69, Wei73, Wei70a, Wei70b, Wer65, Wet79, Whi71].

Fortran

[WD75, Wil76a, Wil76b, WCT68, Wil80b, Wil65, Wit79b, Wit79a, Wit79c, Wit79d, WM77, Wil78a, Wil68a, Wil73, WM9, Wor76b, Wor69, Wra70, Wri77a, Wri77b, Wri77c, Wri77d, WLO76, ANS69b, ANS71c, ANS76c, Yat71a, Yat71b, Yat71c, Yoh78, Yoh79b, You76, YHE69, ZD78, Zav73, Zin79, ZT76, ZN79a, ZN79b, Zoh80, Zwa80, vM75, vM76, vM77, vM78b, vM78a, Bar80b, HBE80, Joh66b, Joh66a, Hui65, Cha73, Wil74, Wil75, FJA80a, Gow73, Pat73b, Van68b, Bar73a].

Fortran- [Te72, Rin77]. FORTRAN-80 [Sch79b]. FORTRAN-Based [In80a, O774, In80b, Rec79].

Fortran-Basis [Nie72a, Nie72b].

FORTRAN-coded [Kno72, Kno75b, Kno75a].

Fortran-Compiled [GH60].

Fortran-Dubna [Kar76]. FORTRAN-IV [An68c, CW73a, SD74].

FORTRAN-Like [BCK79, KMC72, Ste75b].

FORTRAN-Programmen [Jun69, KT267]. FORTRAN-programs [BD80b]. FORTRAN-Standards [Fri75b].

Fortran-System [Neh74].

Fortran-to-Pcode [CCN+79].

Fortran-Training [Pau71a, Pau71b].

Fortran-Triplex-Pre-Compiler [BJ77].

FORTRAN. [Ame66c]. FORTRAN/ [Bid79, Con64c, Hew76b, Hew79b, PN68c].

Fortran/ANSI [An678d]. FORTRAN/ MASTER [Con69a]. FORTRAN/RT
[Dig76b, Dig77c]. Fortran/RT-11
[Cal78, DG78, Lam78]. FortranE
[Cal78]. FortranIE (ATW77).
Fortranner [Fel76a]. Forward [Nut76].
Four [FPB72, Fin72a, Sas74a, Ant72, Edu72b].
Four-dimensional [Ant72]. Fourier [Bre67, Clo72, DA68, Ein72, Fin72a, Sas74a, Ant72, Edu72b, Fis70, Har68a, IA80, Jam66a, Liu72, Lov68, Mon75, PS78, Rej72].
Fractionation [ZD78]. Fraction [Pol78].
Frames [EF76]. Framework [FHS78].
Franconian [Rub69b, Rub69a, Rub69c].
Free [Bon75, BS75, Bai63, Fri70, Hig79b, New73].
Freem [Hig79b]. French [Ric73].
Frequency [Lea78, Par75, DMT72a, Din69, Gen66a, Mac69, Mag71, RG68, Sej75].
Freudenthal [AB69a]. FRG [PT68].
Frotran [Rob67b]. FRTDAP [McA77a, McA77b].
FTN [Ano75a, Uni78]. fuel [Hol67, Hol68].
Full [Mei78]. full-coverage- film-cooled [Mei78].
Fundamentals [AM79, AG80, HH77a, KP70a, KP70b, MM78, Nic74, Nic75b, Nic75c, Nic80a, Nic80b, Nic80c, Sam69, Ste75a, Uni70, Wal75, Obr70, Spe70b, Spe74b].
G [Din72, Flo70b, FJA80a, FJA80b, Joh66a, Jun69, SS68b, Dea71, Dea77, Int66i, Int70c, Int72k, Int72n, Int73b, Int75a, Ste73].
G1 [Bar71a, SS68b, Whi71]. G [Int71i, Int71j, Int72b, Int72c, Int72h]. G5 [Bre74, HK72, Kno73]. G6 [LT73]. Gage [Var77]. Gagne [Kal72a]. gains [Bar80a].
Game [Smi70k, Hou62]. Gaming [Smi73c].
Gamm [WD79]. Gamma [Kuk72a, Kuk72b, CL80, Fu74, Cha67].
Gaussian [Bre74, Pie73, SA74, She78c, She78b, She78d, She78e, Win74]. GC [Gra70b]. GC-10 [Gra70b]. GCARS [Tur69a, Tur69b]. Ge [CL80, EP67, Gen66b, Gen69, Har68a, Sch68, Ste70].
General [Bro80, Fel76b, Har78, Int57c, Int61a, Int63n, Nic72e, PC78a, See75, Agh77, BK77, Bla79, But66, Cal69d, DAI73, D67b, EH68, Ent80a, Ent80b, Fel75, Fle70, HN70, Int63k, Int63b, MI80, MM69, MS70b, MS70c, MS75c, MS75d, Sak79, Son71, Wei73].
Generalisation [Par75]. Generalised [Zak77, Hat78].
Generalizability [Bre79a]. Generalized [Ban78b, Ban78c, Ban78a, Bor69, Rey69, Zoh72].
Generate [Cse75, Dic74b].
Generated [Lew73, Her74, Soy71].
generates [Hun74]. Generating [DD68, JR76, MS73a, TT80, L671, Pan70].
Generation [Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c, Hon76, HK72, Les72, St72, Bro80, Leu79a, Leu79b, ES75, Fri69, Han78, Hug77, JM76, Kan71, KG76, Kro75, RB76b, RB76c, RZ77b].
Generator [DB73, Kru69, Sch80e, Sch79a, Bre74, Edg79, Fel75, Kra72a, Pay70, Ste70, War75].
Generators [NO75, Ano70c, Cle66, Gro69, Kir79, MB68a, MB68b, NO72, Ove72, U. 61].
Gentle [CA78, Con79c]. geochemical
[Lew79b, Weg64]. Herbert [VP80a, VP80b]. here [Smi70c]. Hermitian [Mue66]. Hessenberg [Ste76b, Ste76c]. hexagonal [RG68]. Hidden [Wil72d, Wil72b, Wil72c, Wil72e].

Hidden-Line [Wil72d, Wil72b, Wil72c, Wil72e]. hierarchic [Mod74]. Hierarchical [BB77b, Kal72a]. High [Gea65, Mt.79, BLY70, FPB72, Fin72a, Hei74, Mag71, O’D74, PC67, Sch79c, Sch80g, SDH74]. high-level [LY70, FPB72, Fin72a].

high-lying [SDH74]. Higher [Sch72a]. highway [Sik71]. Hilfe [Nie72a, Nie72b]. Hindemith [Hun74]. histograms [BM78]. History [ACM78, Bac78b, Bac79, Hei64, Knu62, McC78c, Sam69, Gri78, Ros78]. Hit [Tho72a]. Hohere [KKU78, Sie74]. Hollerith [Int60a]. Holocausst [Smi70h, Smi73c].


Houston [IEEE79]. HP [Hew71, Hew76b]. HQR3 [Ste76b, Ste76c]. Hsieh [Ano72d]. HPF [Joh80, JID80]. HSSR [SDZ80b].

hsu [pC79, IH80, JT79]. Hu [Yoh72]. Hu-Tucker [Yoh72]. hub [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77].

hub-shroud [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77]. Hull [GS79]. Human [vOT8, Leo74]. Humans [DP74a, DP73, DP77, PD76, PD80a, PD80b]. Hybrid [Hoj69, Hoj70]. hydraulic [TH62].

hydraulics [Sol64]. Hydro [Ano72a, Lel74]. HYDRODAT [BC79, BC77]. hydrodynamic [GS70].


I.B.M. [BDI72, Kra74, MS71]. i.e [ATW77, Bit75, Dre67, Dre75b, Uni78]. I.T.S. [Wit74]. I/O [Bai72b]. IAS [Dig78a].

IAS/RSX [Dig78a]. Iazyk [Kar76]. Iazyke [SM76a]. IJOB [Ber64]. IBM [Bai75, Et75, And64a, Ano64, Bac54, Bac56, Bar66, Bar73c, Ben69, Ber70a, Bla69, BC67, Bri68b, Bro71a, Bro73, CCM70, Cla78, CCHT67a, CCHT67b, Cle68, Cod67, CJM67, CS61, Com80a, DS66, D86a, Dea71, Dea77, Den71, E263, FF75, Fox64, Fro63, Gar65, Gen66a, Goo64, Gre75, HW67, Hec63, HH66, Hii70, Hor65, Hou62, HN58, Hug69, Int57b, Int57a, Int57c, Int57d, Int58, Int59a, Int59d, Int59e, Int59f, Int60b, Int60c, Int61b, Int61c, Int62b, Int62d, Int62e, Int63a, Int63b, Int63d, Int63f, Int63e, Int63g, Int63h, Int64a, Int64b, Int64c, Int64d, Int64e, Int65c, Int65f, Int65d, Int65e, Int66b, Int66c, Int66d, Int66e, Int66f, Int66g, Int66h, Int66a, Int66b, Int67a, Int67b, Int67c, Int67d, Int67e, Int67f, Int67g, Int67h, Int68a, Int68b, Int68c, Int68d, Int68e, Int68f, Int68g, Int70b, Int70c, Int71e, Int71f, Int71g]. IBM [Int71b, Int71i, Int71j, Int71d, Int72b, Int72f, Int72g, Int72k, Int72m, Int72n, Int72j].


IBM [Int71b, Int71i, Int71j, Int71d, Int72h, Int72f, Int72g, Int72k, Int72m, Int72n, Int72j].

McD80, Mes73, MS73d, MS75b, Nak68, Nir69, O’b75, Per75, Pet74, Plu64, PC78b, Pra65, Que71, RR73a, Rul66b, Sch73, Tur73, Vin75, Wal72, Weg64, Bar70, BS73a, BW78b, Cle68, CS62, Dun80, Edw69, ER79, Fis71, Int77b, Int78d, Jaf72, Jaf79, Jam78, MG68.

Introduction [MGL73, Mur80, MS70b, MS70c, MS75b, MS75d, Nyd68, Obr71, Oll71, Rau68, SS68a, San73, SB78, Shn69, SM66a, SM66b, Tho72b, WB71, Wri77a, Wri77b, Wri77c, Wri77d, Wu73a, DM66b].

Introductory [Int59c, Jac73a, Kir73, MS74b, Pen70, AH77, Ban79, Coo76b, Dun75b, ES78, Her74, Jac73c, Jac73b, Kha76, Kha77, New75, Nut78, OR77, Pin73, Shn77, Sol78].

Introduzione [LMP77]. invalid [BH73a].

Invariant [Ste78a, Ste78b, McC71].

Inventarisierung [Sto76]. inventory [Hyd66b].

Inversion [DA68, Mur71, Fit74, Kar73, Mar71].

Investigations [Bec73, Mag71, Spa75b].

Investigations [Ham79a]. involved [Wil76c]. involving [CK80, Mc78d, Ste72a, Wie75]. ionization [Kol74]. IPI [Fis71]. irasa [Kor77]. IRIS [Int75a]. IRIS/TCDMS [Int75a].

irradiated [U. 61]. irradiation [LH65].

irredundant [Coc80]. irregularly [Jam66a]. ISO [Ano77c]. Isolation [Wag70].

isometric [Ura70]. isotypic [Sm79].

Issues [VP80b, VP80a]. Iteration [GF65, Nik78]. Iterative [Kau69, KGY80].

ITPACK [KGY80]. ITRAN [Mi73a].

IV [And79a, And79b, Bri67, CCHT67a, CCHT67b, Cod67, Dig80a, Die72, DM66b, Ehr72, Eht66, Hen67, Hl70, Joh66b, Kar77, Mee72, Mil73b, Mil75, Mt75, Nie72a, Nie72b, Ree73, Rec75, Spe80d, SG78, Whi68, Wra70, Con79e, Ari76, AM72, And64b, And66, And73, Ano64, Ano68c, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano72b, Ano72e, Ano73, Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ant77, Ars64, Art75, Ban75, Bar80a, BM74, Bar71a, Bar66, BP74, BD71, Bee75, BS64, Ben69, Ber70a, Ber64, BC72a, Bec73, Bis75, Bit75, Bla76, Bla68a, Bla68b, Bla69, Bla71, BY73, Bog74, Bog80, BC76, BCS88, BK75, Bre79a, BD72, Bru66, Brun78a, Bur69, Cad71, Cad79, Cal69a, Cal78, CS71a, CS71b, CS71c, CS71d, CS75, CB69, CCL69, Car68, CW71, CW72, CW73b, CW73a].

IV [CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79, dC73, Car69, Chi73, CK80, CPR75, Cla68, Clo72, Col78a, Col78b, CS78, CS78, CS76, CS76, Cou67, CDG68, CDG70, CDG73, CDG80a, Dig8, Dig70, Dig71a, Dig71b, Dig71c, Dig72c, Dig74, Dig75b, Dig75a, Dig75c, Dig75e, Dig75g, Dig77e, Dig77f, Dig78a, Dig78b, Dig78c, Dig79a, Dig80b, Dig80c, Dat75, Dat77a, Dat77b, Dat77b, DW70, DvC69, DW71, Leu79a, Leu79b, Dea71, Dea77, Dem69, Den71, DS72, DM66a, DM67, DM72b, Doc72, Doc76, Doc79, DM72c, DR70, Dre67, DB68, DB69, Dre70, DB70, Dre72, Dre75a, Dre75b, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, Ele68, Edw69, Edw73, Ent80a, EP76, ESD8, EKM74, Far66, Far74, FMCT88, FJ72, Fin72a, FP75, Fin68, Fin72b, Fin72d, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin72f, Fin77, Fl71, For71, For74, For75, Fox67, FG75, FG80a, FG80b, Gra70b, Gen66b].

IV [Gen73, Gen77b, Gen69, GKB74, Gar71, Gen66a, Gol66, Gol65a, Gol76, Got72, Got73, GO75a, GO75b, Gue73a, Heb74, Heb79c, Hef80b, Hai69, Ham79, HR76, HRH78, Han74b, Han75, HW67, Har68a, Har64a, Har65a, Har71, Har73, HV74, HDPB88, HD75, HG66, Hei70, Hem70, HPB73, Her69, Hir73, Hob67, Hol70, Hol71, Hol67, Hol68, Hon73b, Hon74, Hor68, Int63o, Int63p, Int64a, Int64d, Int65c, Int65f, Int65d, Int65e, Int66b, Int66c, Int66d, Int66e, Int66f, Int66g, Int66h, Int66i, Int66j, Int67a, Int67b, Int68c, Int68d, Int68e, Int8 , IBM68, Int68g, Int68h, Int68a, Int68b, Int68c, Int68d, Int68e, Int70b, Int70c, Int71e, Int71c, Int71b, Int72b, Int72c, Int72d, Int72e, Int72f, Int72g, Int72m, Int72n, Int72j, Int73a,
Int73b, Int74c, Int74d, Int74f, Int74g, Int75c, Int75f, Int75d, Int76, Int77a, Int79

IV
[Int75a, Izz73, Jac73a, Jac73c, Jac73b, Jaf72, Jaf78, Ja79, Jam66a, Jam70, JcK73, Jam75, JV67b, JV68, Jol74, JCMS76, JCMS77a, JCMS77b, JMG77, Kahl66, Kan77, Kar73, KS68, KS70, Ken74, KS75a, Ker72, Key73a, Key73c, KQ74, Klee68, Kle69, Kle77, Kl70, Kru67, Kru68, Jac78, Lam71b, Lam71c, LG73, Lam74, Lam77, LG78, Lam78, Lan72a, Lan72b, Lar63a, LBG66, Lea64, Lec66b, Lec68, LW66, Lee67, Lee69, Lee72, LB68, LH65, LB70, LGF75, dMdF73, Lou74, Lue66, LJ71b, LJ71a, Mas62, MW69, MV66, MGL73, Man72b, MG70, Mat72a, MG71, May73a, MW75, MT75, MC70a, MC70b, MC74a, MC74b, MC66a, MC66b, MC67c, MC72a, MC73, MC73c, MK70, MC74, MC75a, MC76, MC77, Me68, Me69, Mes74, MS71]

IV
[MS66, Mowe77b, Mowe79, MM69, Mos78, Mou70, Mt.79, Mul68a, Mul68b, Mul80b, Murr71, MS68, MS70b, MS70c, MS73b, MS73c, MS73e, MS75c, MS75b, MS75d, MS75e, MS78b, NM70, NM78, Nav78, New73, NL75, No71, Nyo68, O'D74, OLS66, Obr71, Oja70, OG69, Org66a, Org72, OM74, Os75, Os77, Owe79, Par70, Pat74, PB73b, Pen68, Per77, Per72a, Per72b, PH71, Phe76, Phi71a, Phi71b, PMKB80, PJJ76b, PJJ76a, PC78b, PC64, Pol65a, Pol65b, Pre70, Pri69, Pri73, Raj77, Ral71b, Rey69, RR70, RG77, RMM69, Ros73, Rot71, Rulo66, Rulo68a, RFP73, Sta69, SyS73a, SyS73b, SG67, Oli71, Sal70, Sal77b, Sal78, ST73a, San74, Sa74b, SK69, Sch68, Sch74, See75, Kan68, Sel72, S172, SGM+67, Sha76, She78a, SR73, SDH74, Shin75, Sid72a, Sid72b, Sik71]

IV
[Sil71, SS76, SM73a, Smi66, SH78, Sou67, Sou68, Spa75b, Spe69a, Spe69b, Spe66a, Squ70, Ste72a, SM66a, Ste74, SP70, Ste75b, SD73, SM72c, SM76b, SM73b, Swa72, TR73a, TRW73c, TRW73b, TRW73d, Tay76, Tay80, Tho68, TW71, Tom71, Tri79, Tri73, Tug75, Tur68, Tur69a, Tur69b, Tur73, Tym68, Tym70, Uni69c, Uni68b, Van68a, VV66, Vas72, Vic70b, Vic73, Vic77, Vic78a, Vic78b, VGF77, Vow74, Vow77, Vow78, Wah68, WMM72, War69, Wat75, Wei75, Wi72a, Wi80a, Wi80b, Wi77b, Wil7c, Wit79b, Wit79a, Wit79c, Wit79d, WM77, Wol78b, WM9, Wu73b, Wu77a, Wu77b, Xu70a, Xu70b, Xu70c, Xu71b, Xu71a, Xu74a, Xu74b, Xu75a, Xu75b, ZT76, Zro68, Zwa80, Wu73c]

IV-F
[Xer70a, Xer71b]

IV-H
[Xer70a, Xer71b]

IV-PLUS
[Dig75c, Dig78b, Dig78c, Dig79a]

IV-Programm
[Die72]

IV-Rechenprogramm
[Rot71]

IV/CDC3300
[Mei68]

IVF
[Bai62]

IVPS
[Ske79]

IVTRAN
[PJ75]

J
[FJA80a, FJA80b, Gar72, Gar74, Jun68, Tam66]

J2
[Hyd66a, Hyd66b]

James
[Rec75, Hen67]

January
[An77a, Con77a]

jazik
[Bit75]

jazyku
[Ham79b]

JCL
[eR76]

jezyku
[ATW77, Bad77, BF72]

ji
[Jam75]

Joan
[May73b, Van68b]

job
[BD80a, BCE77]

Jobstream
[HPLG79]

John
[Rec75, Joh66a]

Joint
[IAA57, Int75a, JV67a, JV67b]

Jolly
[Whe71]

JOSS
[Gra70a]

JOSTRAN
[Gra70a]

journal
[Con77a, Con80a]

Jovial
[SF72]

ju
[An72d]

July
[Eva72a, Eva72b, TB65, Weg64, Ari76]

June
[ACM78, Fin72f, Lew79b, Ste72b]

junior
[Zor68]

K-7
[Sta65]

K.
[Bar74]

kagakuno
[Nis78]

KANS
[MM69]

Karzanov
[Ham79a]

Kay
[Fri70]

kemi
[ZSF78]

Kent
[Eva72a, Eva72b]

Ketnyelv
[Kor77]

Keys
[dLB59, Pan70]

keyword
[New73]

keyword-labelled
[New73]

kind
[Sca71]
kindergarten [Zor68]. kinds [FM76].
kineatic [Phi67, Tro66a]. Kingston
[Kau65]. klassov [AE79].
Knuth [Hoa72]. Knuth's [Hoa73].
Kolmogorov [Pom74]. kommentariiami
[DG78]. kompressiblen [Rot71].
kompzyuto [JcK73]. Koppelanordnungen
[RS69]. Kopplung [jH78]. Koz [KC73].
Kriegspiel [BW75]. KRONOS
[Con71c, Con73f, Con73g, Con74]. Kunzi
[Dim72, Jun69]. Kurs [Cal78].
Kursmaterialien [Tec72]. Kurtosis
[MZ75]. KWIKR8 [ESD68].

L [CJ77, Hui65, Pic66, Rob79, BF79]. L-A-S
[BF79]. L. [Joh66b]. I/s [Pic66]. L205
[Hyd66b]. L208 [Hyd66a]. labelled [New73].
Laboratories [Con66a]. laboratorio
[SS68b]. Laboratory
[Jon79, SDZ80b, ZSD80]. Labs [JMG77].
LALR [Rau78]. Lament
[Fel76a]. Lamprecht
[Bar71a]. Land [Wil74, MM69].
Langage
[Lam71b, Lam71c, Ano76a, BM73, CR69,
CR73, Cha79b, Gro68a, Gro70, LG73, LG78,
Lap78, Lev71, Tho72c, Uni68b, Wel70b].
langages [DT74]. Language
[ANS78, Ano68c, Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano78d,
Ben69, BF79, BW64, BF71, Cor79, GHG60,
Gun77, Han60, HM80, Hui65, Int71b,
Kuo73, MS74a, Nag80b, OFP78, Par75,
Sch72a, Ste75b, Sun73, UK74, Wal72,
Woo77a, Woo77b, Ame78a, Ame78c,
Ame78b, Ame78d, Ano68b, Ano70f, Ano72b,
Ano72e, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano80a, Bar61,
Bec72, BLY70, Con68c, Con74, CS62, Cor61,
Dig71b, Dig75d, Dig77d, Dig78b, Dig79b,
Dig80e, Ele68, Edu70, For70, Ful73, Gra70b,
Gen70a, Geo78, Gil60, Gor64, Gre79, Griz78,
Hei74, Int63o, Int63p, Int67a, Int64d, Int65f,
Int66b, Int66c, Int66d, Int66e, Int66a, Int68a,
Int68i, Int69b, Int69c, Int71e, Int71f, Int71g,
Int72j, Int73a, Int74g, Int76, Int77a, Kha77,
Kno75a, Kno75b, Kuo74, Lea70, LK74,
Lea64, LeC77, Luc66, LO77, Lyn63, Mas60,
Man64, MH75b, Mis78a, MK73, O'D65].
language [O'N74, Org61b, Per77, Pot66,
Pow74, PK67, PK69, Rab62, Ros78, Sak64a,
Sak64b, Sak65, Sak70, San73, Sch67, Sch79c,
Sch80g, Sof80, Spa75b, Spe9 , Ste74, Sto80,
Tob65, Uni69a, Uni72, Uni80a, Wil69, Wri66,
Xer70c, Xer75a, Xer76a, Gal78, Org61a].
Language-Oriented [UK74]. Languages
[ACM78, Els73, Loe74, MCG80, Nau74,
Nic75a, PC78a, PRO80, Pet74, Pra75, Ros66,
Ros72, Sam69, San70, Sch73, Tec77, BS73a,
Dig72a, GB76, Gri78, Har69, Kan71, Kee75,
Lee74b, Mat72b, Mis78a, Moo69, Nut78,
Obr70, Obr71, Rod76, Ros78, Sli71, Sbo68,
SR76, Sol76]. Laplace
[DA68, Mur71].
LARC [Axf72]. Large
[Geo80, KGY80, REC75, Wan78, Boy75,
Cl67b, DO79, Kar73, Kno75a, Kno75b,
TC75, Wag80b, ZT76]. Latent
[ST73c, ST73b]. latitude [MM69]. lattice
[Pin80]. lattices [DS67b]. Lawrence
[SDZ80b]. layer [And73, Epp74]. learner
[Bur70a, Hur77, HF78]. learning [Can77,
CS71e, CS77c, Hon73b, Int72a, Kau72a,
O'D74, Sch79c, Sch80g, Tip76, Wil76c].
Least [AK78, ZN79a, ZN79b, Bar79a,
Bom67, BML62, Tay80]. least-squares
[Bar79a, BML62]. Lecture
[Fox75, Fox78b, Hal65]. Lectures
[Sri69, DEN79, Roh73]. legal
[BB71].
Legendre [Gav76, Pie74]. Lehmer
[Kir79]. Lehrbuch [Mac70a]. Leistungsfähigkeit
[RS69]. Leitfaden [Rin77, Jun69]. Length
[dlB59, Art75, Han75, Kri72a, Mac69, Swi64,
Tay76, Var77]. length-frequency [Mac69].
length-weight [Swi64]. Lenguaje
[FGH80b, Cou75, Mer77, Wei73]. Leontief
[CCL69]. Letter [Bem61, Bus67, Elk65,
Har65c, Owe65a, Owe65b, Knu67b]. Level
[Hon77a, Sch72a, Tym70, Ano78a, Bar77a,
Bar61, BLY70, Cla73b, FPB72, Fin72a,
Fri75a, Hei74, Hon75a, Hon75b, Hon77b,
Hon79b, Low76, Sid72a, Sid72b, Spe79,
levels [SDH74, SMM65].  Lexical [Fel76b].  Li [CL80, Ste72a].  Liberated [Bac78a].  Libraries [Hil70, Ker80, Cla73b, FF75, Hon75e, Hon77a, Int71c, Int71b].  Library [AI78, Ano80c, CCHT67a, Cod67, GMPW79, Int60a, Int74c, Int80b, Kuk66, Kuk67, Lov75, Sou67, Sou68, WLO76, Xer71c, Xer73, Ano70a, BH73a, BD71, Con75b, Con75c, Con79d, CJ77, CCHT67b, Dat73, Feu77, FS76, FHS78, Fox78a, Gil77a, Gil77b, Hog72, Int63g, Int63h, Int64c, Int64d, Int65d, Int66a, Int68j, Int72e, Int72m, Int74b, Int75f, Int80a, Jos78, Kau65, KA71, LT75, Lou67, Nag78, OK72, Spe73a, TD78, Uni69c].  Lie [AB69a, BK72].  life [Int64a, Int65a, Int78b, Int70a, McL73].  light [Gro73a, Gro73c, Nor66].  Like [BCKT79, KMC72, Ste75b, Kro75].  likelihood [BY73, MI80].  limbajul [CJ78].  Limited [Bar72a, Ost64].  Line [Eld70, Gen69, Sad72, TT70, Wil72c, Wil72e, Wil72b, DP76a, MB68a, MB68b, Sel72, Squ70, St76, Whi76, Wil72c, Dat77a].  lineal [Oli71].  Linear [Abd80, AK78, Bur73b, DZ78, Fia73, Hab72, Kas74, KY80, Kub73, LP73, Law78, LHKK79a, LHKK79b, Mol72c, Mol72a, RR73b, Smi72b, UK74, Wol73, Zoh80, And73, BK77, Bar79a, BY73, CGH75, CJM67, CR71, Dav72b, Duf77b, Duf77a, Duf80, Edw76a, JCMS76, Law77, Les73, Lyt75, Mar71, MU75, Nut76, PNK65a, PNK65b, Pic66, Pow68, Rei72a, Rob79, SA74, Spa79a, SD72, Bur76, Weg66, Zim69, ZT76, BF79].  lineare [Kas74].  lineinykh [SZ80].  Lines [Ber76].  linguagem [Cad71].  Linguaggi [Amb65].  linguaggio [sic74].  Linkage [Com80a].  linking [BA73, Lyt75, WM60].  LISP [CZ72, Ina80a, Ina80b, Mat72b, Mc77c, NSB71, Pit79, Fat78, Mat72a].  List [AI78, Bee71c, BW64, GHG60, Han60, Moo71, LaP72, Rit68, SS68a, Ske79, Ste76a, LC75].  List-Processing [GHG60, Moo71].  listing [HM62c, Lou67, Whi71].  Listings [Ano74b, Bee80d, Ano74c].  literacy [CS77a].  Livermore [SDZ80b].  livestock [BM74].  LLLSRT [SDZ80b].  LIS [Col76].  LLSS01 [ZN79a, ZN79b].  LM [Int68j, Int75f].  LM3 [Int74c, Int74d].  load-and-go [Col75].  load-time [Ack64].  loaded [Cam77].  Loader [Int60a, Boa69, WM60].  loading [BA73, PNK65a, PNK65b].  Local [Aki74, DS75, McC71, Sal70].  location [Jac78].  locations [MM69].  Loesungen [Pau71a, Pau71b].  Log [Hab72, BY73].  Log-Linear [Hab72, BY73].  logging [New72, New76].  Logic [Lew80d, Gil60, Lar67c, Lew80c, Mcc68a, Wei65].  logica [Cad79].  Logical [IR78].  LOGPLAN [New76].  logs [So78].  London [Ree73, Weg64, Day72c].  longitude [MM69].  look [Smi70g].  Loop [DF79, Hoa72, Hoa73, Bra77, Cul80, EKM74, Sol64].  Loops [BCKT79, DH79, Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c, Bak68].  Losung [Rin77].  Low [Bar61, Jon79, PC67].  Low-level [Bar61].  Low-Performance [Jon79].  lower [Sei72].  LPI [Rit68].  LPSUB [Dav72b].  LPTOR [JCMS76].  LR [Pag74b].  LRLTRAN [MHH+68, Zwa75].  Lucy [Gar74, May73b, Van68b].  Ludeman [Ber70b].  lying [SDH74].  M [Joh66a, Uni79, Whi71, NBH70a, NBH70b, Sch72c, Uni79].  M/370 [Uni79].  M1 [Cha71a].  M6800 [Cau78].  M77 [Fri80].  MA28 [Duf77b, Duf77a, Duf80].  MAC [Ano68b, Con68c].  Machine [BSK67, Bee79a, Bee79c, Bee79b, Bee79d, Bee80b, GM73, Kir79, REC75, ABB+74, BN76, Bur68a, CW78b, CF71, Fat78, FS76, Gro68a, Gro70, Gro73d, Hug78, Kei69, New72, Sle75, WD75, Bee77b].  Machine-Independent [Bee79a, Bee79c, Bee79b, Bee79d, Bee80b, Kir79, BN76, Bee77b].  machinery [Sin78].
Veg71, Wis69, Wit79b, Wit79a, Wit79c, Wit79d, Kre66a. Methuselah [Van68a].
Methuselah [Van68a]. Metodika [SZ80]. Metodos [JSW70, MD66a, MD73]. metody [FMM80].
metric [SF75]. Metrology [Smi72c]. Mg [Ste72a]. MHD [RCL75]. MI [Sta60, Ste60a, Ste60b]. Miami [Tou70].
microcomputer [Hea79]. microprocessors [Sch79b]. micros [McC79]. microscopic [vM78b].
Microsimulation [Sad72]. mid [KM73b]. mid-channel [KM73b]. midchannel [KM77a, KM77b, Kat77].
mineralogica [dC73]. minerals [Sch80f]. Mini [IEE79, Jos78, Kno75a, Kno75b, MH75b, Nag80a, Sle75, Kno75a, Kno75b].
mini-computer [Jos78, Sle75]. MINI-EXPLOR [Kno75a, Kno75b].
mini-language [MH75b]. Minicomputer [GB76, Jon79, BN76, Gro73d, Hin76, RW77, San78, Upc72]. MINIFOR [Upc72].
Minimal [Pag74a, Whi72]. minimax [Don79, DS75, Gro73d]. Minimization [MM73a, MM73b, Fl672, Lar67c, MS79, Van73b].
Minimum [Yoh72, Lil71, Wor69]. minis [McC79]. MiNnesota [FLM70, Fri73, FL74, LM70, FLM74, Fri80].
Miscellanea [Bry75, LaM72]. misspelt [Par78, Sco77b]. Mixed [MS7a, NC70, KM73b, KM77a, Kno75a, Kat77].
mixed-flow [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77]. mixtures [Mac69]. ML [Par77]. ML/I [Par77].
MMLE3 [MI80]. MNE [DH78, FLM70, Fri71b, Fri73, FLM74, FL74, HD78a, LM70]. mnogomernoi [AE79].
Mod [Int72c, Int74c, Int74b, Int71c, Int71h]. mode [BC67, MI75b, Par70]. Model [Ben69, Int74f, Rad79, Rad88, RST78, Squ70, Bas80, BCS68, Con72b, Con73e, HG66, Leo74, Ler72, MSNC61, Mel62, MSR66, New76, Pat67, PMBK80, Rey68, SYR77, Whi71, Gro73d, Pat74]. modele [Ray63]. modeled [Per77]. Modeling [LL65, Rog80]. modelirovaniaia [AE79].
Modelle [WS71]. Modelierung [Sch77]. modelling [Dey76]. models [Con71d, Con72a, Con72b, Con73d, Con73e, Con76c, CCL69, FB73, Kru68, OG69, WS71].
Modem [Swa72]. Modern [Fel79, Mul68a, Mul80b, SA74, Vic78a, HS69, Vic70b, Vic78b]. moderno [Vic73, Vic77]. Modifications [CF71, Int60a, AJ69, Ver59]. modified [Bid79, Den71, Kal72a, Lil71, Sca71, TI72].
modify [Thr79]. Modular [Cha76, Ken74, BK75, CP80, KS75a, Lam77, Pat77].
Modularized [LB77]. modulation [Ber77]. module [RCL75]. modules [BA79].
Monitor [Jon64, Squ70, Int60c, Mer60a]. Monte [Feh68, Fer63]. Monte-Carlo [Feh68, Fer63]. Monte-Carlo/ optimal-shift [Feh68]. Morphological [Ste74]. morphometric [Wal8]. Mortem [KL64, NY78, Cor60]. MOSES [CG67].
MP/1 [Mac71]. MPLIB [LT75]. MPS [SD72]. MPS/ [SD72]. MS [Con75a].
MSOS [Con75a]. Msufor [Bai72a]. MTs [Car68, CW71, CW72, CW73b, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79, Uni0]. mud [Sco78]. Müller [Bar74, Bar77c, BW78a]. Multi [Bol75, Gut76a, Ano64, EKM74, Fri71a, Hol80, MV66, Mot66, ST73a, Sch68, Spe66b, Spe9]. Van73a]. Multi-dimensional
nuclear [Ful74, MSNC61, Mei62, MSR66, Phi67, SMD71, SR73, SDH74, U. 61].
nucleon [SDH74].

Number [Ano77a, BS73b, Kru69, KMC72, NO75, Sch79a, Sch62, Ano70c, Bre74, CGH75, Edg79, Fel75, Gro69, Int68j, Int75f, Kri79, Kr77a, MB68a, MB68b, Mil68, NO72, Ove72, Pay70, U. 61].

Number-writing [Sch62].

Numbers [ADG70, Rei79, WB65, Int70c, Int72k, Int74c, Int74d, Int74f, Smi70j, Tri79].

Numeric [BC72b].

Numerica [Sic74].

Numerical [ACM79, AG80, Ban75, Blu77, BKK+80, Der64, Die68, DM72c, DA68, Gin78a, Gow73, Ham79a, Har63, Har64b, HKK72, HH79a, Hil73, Jol66b, Jol66a, Kar77, Kre66b, Kre66a, KITZ8, KITZ71, Kuo72, McC67a, MS64, MD64, MD66b, MD68, MC80a, MC80b, MC80c, Nak68, Pat73a, Pen70, Ree72, Ree75, UK75, And73, BB72, BB77a, Bar73a, Brie8a, CW73a, Day79, FSB7, Hol80, Jet74, JSW67, JSW77a, JSW77b, Pra65, Ree68, Ree71, Rin79, SSS77, Day72b, Din72, Ree73].

numerico [BB78, Rid67, Rid78].

numericos [JW70, MD66a, MD73].

Numerische [Jun69, KTZ67].

NUSC [Con77c].

nyelv [LV77].

Nyelvu [Kor77].

O

[Ree75, Ano70d, Ins64, Ins74, Bai72b, Ste72a].

Ober [Ant72].

Object [LM69, SK80, Dig71a, Dig72a, Dig72c, Gea65].

Objects [LT73, Spa80].

obliceniowa [ATW77].

obratnykh [SZ80].

observations [Kra74, KRB77, Swe67].

observed [Bra72a, OG69].

ocean [Fro63, MI75b].

oceanographic [K3W5, Swe67].

October [IEE78, Kie66].

ODES [Ske79].

OREs [ZD78].

off [Gal73, Sto76, WG75, Whi76].

off-design [Gal73, WG75].

off-line [Whi76].

off-line-Verfahren [St70].

office [MM69].

Oklahoma [Hed77].

OLB [Ste76a].

[WO77, OO77b].

Olika [Hus76].

OLYMPUS [CR74].

On-Line [Eld70, Sad72, Sc72].

on-resonance [SDH74].

One [Boh75, MB68a, MB68b, NO75, She70a, Tho72a, Zil78, Edu72c, HM62a, HM62c, HM62b, HM64, Kan79, MV66, Mon78, Rin79, Sal70, SW75, WCT78, SI71].

One-Dimensional [Zil78, HM62a, HM62c, HM62b, HM64, MV66, Sal70, SW75].

One-Hit [Tho72a].

One-line [MB68a, MB68b].

One-sided [Boh75].

one-way [Kan79].

Operating [Gle62, Con66b, CF71, Dig71c, Int67a, Int64b, Int65f, Int65d, Int66f, Int66g, Int66h, Int66i, Int70b, Int70c, Int71h, Int72k, Int72m, Int75c, KW71, Lar63a, Lee67, New72, Raf79, WH73].

operation [Chi73, CK80, Int72n, Int73b].

Operations [KMC72, Sch72a, Spa75a, Spa75c, Spa79b, Ano70g, Ano75d, Int59b, Int63c, Int78a, New76, Sci65, Sin78, Xer70c, Xer71b, Xer71a, Xer74a, Xer75b, Xer76b].

Operations-research-Software [Spa79b].

operativa [Rld67, Rld78].

Operator [Int59c].

Operators [GH72, GIB65].

OPSCAL [NL75].

optical [MSNC61, Mei62, MSR66].

Optimal [Ga77, Gaf80, NL71, Ant77, BK77, Lyt75, NMC75, Nak77, NL75, Wei75].

Optimierung [Jun69, KTZ67].

Optimisation [DF079, Mid74].

optimising [SA73].

Optimization [BE69, Con77c, Dea71, Dea77, Din72, GMPW79, Hoa72, Hoa73, KMT73c, Mer78b, Osi76, RK73, SK80, Sea79a, Sea79b, Wai74, Wol78a, Zil78, Con76d, Gil77a, Gil77b, Int78a, KITZ68, KITZ71, LT75, LF75, LM69, Mer78a, Mer78c, Met80, Miki73].

optimizations [Bar77a].

optimize [Van66].

Optimized [BN76].

optimizing [Sid72a, Sid72b].

Optimum [SS73].

optique [Ray63].

Order [Ano77c, Fry71, BK77, Col80a, Fic71, LP74, New73, Sca71].
ordered [Hil79c]. Ordering
[Ste76b, Ste76c]. ordinal [BY73]. Ordinary
[Kar77, KBC+73, KBC+74, Bra72a, Car74b, 
Fic71, Pic66, Sca71]. Ordinatus
[Uni75b, Phe76], ordinateurs [Lev71].
Oregon [Int75a]. organ [Won67].
organigrammes [Boi75]. organisms
[MG71]. organization
[Huy77, Lnu77, Yar62]. Organized
[Kar77, KBC+73, KBC+74, Bra72a, Car74b, 
Fic71, Pic66, Sca71]. Ordinatus
[Uni75b, Phe76], ordinateurs [Lev71].
Oregon [Int75a]. organ [Won67].
organigrammes [Boi75]. organisms
[MG71]. organization
[Huy77, Lnu77, Yar62]. Organized
[Kar77, KBC+73, KBC+74, Bra72a, Car74b, 
Fic71, Pic66, Sca71]. Ordinatus
[Uni75b, Phe76], ordinateurs [Lev71].
Oregon [Int75a]. organ [Won67].
organigrammes [Boi75]. organisms
[MG71]. organization
[Huy77, Lnu77, Yar62]. Organized
[Kar77, KBC+73, KBC+74, Bra72a, Car74b, 
Fic71, Pic66, Sca71]. Ordinatus
[Uni75b, Phe76], ordinateurs [Lev71].
Oregon [Int75a]. organ [Won67].
organigrammes [Boi75]. organisms
[MG71]. organization
[Huy77, Lnu77, Yar62]. Organized
[Kar77, KBC+73, KBC+74, Bra72a, Car74b, 
Fic71, Pic66, Sca71]. Ordinatus
[Uni75b, Phe76], ordinateurs [Lev71].
Oregon [Int75a]. organ [Won67].
organigrammes [Boi75]. organisms
[MG71]. organization
[Huy77, Lnu77, Yar62]. Organized
[Kar77, KBC+73, KBC+74, Bra72a, Car74b, 
Fic71, Pic66, Sca71]. Ordinatus
[Uni75b, Phe76], ordinateurs [Lev71].

[Ano78f, Bid79, Con64c, Hew76b, Hew79b, HH77b, HH78, Int72b, Int72c, Int72e, Int72f, Int72g, Int74a, Int74b, Int75b, Int75e, Int75d, KW71, PN68c, Rin77, SIG76, Ste80, San78, SD72, Uni80b]. 0 [Joh72]. 1 [ES78]. 1401 [Fox64, MI64]. 155 [Kra74]. 1800 [Int68a, Int69b, Int71e, Int73a, Pri69]. 3 [Int74f]. 3150 [Con73c]. 3170 [Con73c]. 3200 [Con68a, Con73c]. 32K [Int65f, Int65d]. 3300 [Con68a, Con71b, Con73c, Con73b]. 3500 [Con68a, Con69a, Con71b, Con73c, Con73b]. 360 [Hil70, Int66b, Int66c, Int66d, Int66e, Int66f, Int66g, Int66h, Int66i, Int68c, Int68d, Int68e, Int68j, Int71c, Int71g, Int71b, Int71i, Int71j, Int71d, Int72k, Int72m, Int72n, Ku074, Lea70, Lea67, Lee67, MW69, Mar66, PN68a, PN68b, Ser71, CCHT67a, CCHT67b, Cod67, Int65c, Int65e, Int67b, Int69c, Int70b, Int70c, Int71b, Int72j, Int73b, Int74g, Int75c, Int75f, Int76, Int77a, Int79, KuK66, KuK67, Lee72, Sun73]. 3600 [Con65, Con67b]. 370 [Boy75, Fer75, Int68c, Int68e, Int71g, Int71b, Int71a, TC75, Un179, FF75, Int72j, Int74g, Int76, Int77a, Int79, Lee72]. 3800 [Con67b].

40 [ADT67]. 50 [Bri68b]. 560 [Ano75c, Ano75d]. 6 [Ano70a, Ano70f, Ano70g]. 6000 [Hon73d, Hon75a, Hon75b, Hon73c]. 65 [Ben69, Lou74]. 6500 [Con67c, Con69d, WMP]. 6600 [BCE77, Con67c, Con69d, Con69b, WM9]. 7 [Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano70f, Ano70g, Xer70a, Xer70b]. 7000 [FLM70, Fri73, FLM74, FL74, LM70]. 7044 [Int63c, Int65f, Int65d]. 7090 [Int60c, Int61c, Int61e, Int61f, Int62d, Moo60]. 7094 [BC67, Int63p, Int63f, Int63e, Int63g, Int63h, Int64g, Int64c, Int64d, Int66a]. 86 [Sys73a, Sys73b]. ANSI [Ano75d].

ASSEMBLY [KF72]. B [Bur78, Bur74, BD71, Con75a, Han74a]. blending [Sch80f]. CDC [Shu75].

CDC3300 [Mei68]. CMI [Lin76]. Cyber [FLM70, Fri73, FLM74, LM70]. DULPLX [Uni80c]. E [Dig75e, Dig75g, Dig77f, Dig80b, Dig80c]. FORTRAN [Gen77b, Rad76a, BW78b, Dig76c, Mor71, Mur77a, Mur77b]. I [Ber78b, NS76, Par77]. KCS [Bid79]. LSD-1 [Les72]. MASTER [Con69a]. mini [JM76]. MSOS [Con70, Con71b, Con73c, Con73b].

optimal-shift [Fe68b]. or [Car74b, SF72]. Output [TR77, Coh66, Hyd66a, Ins76a, Ins76b, Tay76]. reference [Con62c, Con62d, Con64d]. release [Dig80b, Dig80d]. RSTS [Dig75g, Dig77f]. RX [Dig78a]. RT-11 [Dig76b, Dig77c]. s [Pic66]. SIGGRAPH [KRS78]. SIMPLX [Uni80c]. system [CF71]. TCDMS [Int75a]. UNIX [Raf79]. VMS [Raf79].

VS-Programmen [Rin77]. WATFIV [KS75b, Bla71, Stu71, Wa75]. WM [His75].

People [Did78]. Percentage [BR75b]. perform [Bre67, Gut79a, Gut79b, vM79].

Performance [CCHT67a, CCHT67b, HPLG79, Hil70, Jon79, Mor73, RT77, Gal73, Sch80a, Tho65, WG75]. Periodic [Wan78].

perspective [OT80]. Perspectives [Rip77]. PERT [Sho76a]. PERTNET [Sho76a].

Peter [FJA80a, FJA80b]. PFORT [Ryd74].

PFortran [WD75]. phase [Wei75, Wer65]. phenol [Nor66]. philosophy [MK73].

photogrammetry [But66]. photopeaks [CL80].

Phrase [Hou71]. physical [DS62, DS63, Int65b, Int78c, KW75, Tro64].

Physics [Gro73b, Bor67, CK80, Gro71, Gro73a, Gro73c, Zim69]. PIDGIN [Ste72b].

pie [Dia79, Dia79]. p’ien [Ano72d]. pin [Zaa69]. pine [McL73]. Pivoting [She78e, She78d, She78b, She78c]. PL
[FJA80a, FJA80b, Ano69a, Ber70b, Bro75, BD172, Car78b, Cha70, Cle70, DT74, ES78, Har69, Hil70, Int67c, Int68f, Kan71, Kuo74, LaP72, Lea67, Lea75, Lud69, MW69, Mat72b, Mee78d, Mee78a, Mee78b, Mee78c, Mee79, NS76, Per72a, Per72b, Rin77, Rod76, Ros78, Sea80, Sun73, Tha77, Wei73, Kuo73].

PL-I [Mee79, Tha77].

PL/1 [FJA80a, FJA80b, Bro75, BDI72, DT74, Har69, Lea67, Lea75, MW69, Per72a, Per72b, Rin77, Wei73].

PL/I [Ano69a, Car78b, Cha70, Cle70, Hil70, Int67c, Int68f, Kan71, Kuo74, LaP72, Lud69, Mat72b, Mee78d, Mee78a, Mee78b, Mee78c, Rod76, Ros78, Sea80, Sun73, Kuo73].

PL/I [ES78].

PL/I [Ber70b, NS76].

PL1 [Rin77].

PL/1- [Rin77].

PL/I [Ano69a, Car78b, Cha70, Cle70, Hil70, Int67c, Int68f, Kan71, Kuo74, LaP72, Lud69, Mat72b, Mee78d, Mee78a, Mee78b, Mee78c, Rod76, Ros78, Sea80, Sun73, Kuo73].

PL/I [ES78].

PL/1 [Ber70b, NS76].

PL1 [Som71].

Plaid [CS77b, DS77].

Plain [Moo71, The68].

plan [Smi67b].

planar [Cil74b, Cil74c, Per80].

planar-structural [Per80].

Plane [GS79, Wei66a, Wei66b, MC70, O/'K64, Rin79].

Plankton [Cla75].

planning [New76].

plans [SW80].

plant [FH71, Fri71a, Mot66].

plate [Cun77, Rin79].

player [Gil70].

Plot [Ste73, VAB62, Gof74, Joh65a, Joh65b, Joh76, RG77, RS72, Kan68, Uni74b, Wat73a, Wat73b].

Plots [Gen78, Lew73].

plotter [Ano70e, Sch62, Squ70].

plotting [MP73, Wil80b, Wil72d, Wil72e, Wil72b, Dil79, Fox64, Hat78, Hol77, JKT8, Kra74, LBG66, Nic78, Nor66, OLS66, RMM69, Squ70, Wil80a, Wil72c, Wei72].

Plus [Ken74, BK75, KS68, KS70, KS75a, Wer72, Dig75c, Dig78b, Dig78c, Sto80, Dig79a].

Pocket [AM72, Pac69, Hew79a, Hon75a].

Poets [CA78, Con79c].

POIF [Ste60a].

Point [Mal72, NC75, Rei79, VS80, Bid79, Mal70, MC71].

poiser [Gum77].

Points [BR75b, GS79, MP72, McC71].

POIS [Ste60a].

poisons [Zaa69].

Poisson [OG69].

POL [CW63].

Polarization [Bee80d, Ber77].

polarization-modulation [Ber77].

Policy [Ano69a].

POLISH [Dor79].

pollen [Squ70].

pollutant [Ott78].

polyatomic [SG67].

Polychoric [MH75a].

polycrystals [DS76].

Polynomial [JR75, JT72, Dif72, Vic70a].

POP [MS74a].

POP-2 [MS74a].

POPPSS [WH73].

Population [Cla75, Smi70h, Smi73c, PT73].

populations [Whi71].

positive-definite [Rei72a].

positive [Geo80, Fan65, Rei72a].

positive-define [Rei72a].

Post [KL64, NY78, Cor60, LH65, WM60].

post-editor [WM60].

post-irradiation [LH65].

Post-Mortem [KL64, Cor60].

Posters [Smi73d].

potential [Cas62, Las71, BRp75].

pour [Aub76, Fer63, Ray63, Ric73].

powder [JV67a, JV67b, JV68, Smi63b, SH78, Tay80, vM76, vM77].

Powell [Wil74].

power [Spi72, EP67, KRB78, Per72a, Per72b, SW79].

power [U. 61].

pp [Ano77a].

Pracniques [Fed63, Poo62].

Prâcompiler [Ben80].

practica [Rom75].

Practical [CTC72, Cor73, Eng75, KC72, Mon77a, Rul80, San70, Key73a, Key73c, Key73b, Mon77b, Mon79, San73, TW71, Tom71].

practice [LF75, MC77a, MC77b, Per72a, Per72b, SW79].

Prager [Kre66a].

Praktika [DG78].

praktischen [Dre70].

pratique [DG75, HV66, Lap77, VHP69, VL72].

Praxis [Mac70a].

Pre [BJ77, Flo78b, Jet74, Oll71, BJ77].

Pre-Compiler [BJ77].

pre-processor [Flo78b, Oll71].

pre-processors [Jet74].

precipitation [Mit60, RE79].

Precision [Bee75, Bre78a, Bre78b, Bre79b, BYU80, Jet79, Ono79a, Ono79b, VS80, WLO76, Yoh79a, Bac72, Bre76a, FM76, KA71, Rei80].
Sca71]. Precompiler [WLO76, Cra79, O’N74]. precompilers [Mal77]. predict [BM74, DS76, FMC78]. predicting [Gal73, WG75, Wil76c]. prediction [Bar79a, Lar69, Rap66c]. predictions [New75]. predictive [Nut76]. prestatviaischkel [AE79]. preferential [Van73a]. Preliminary [Ber64, Int59c, Plo77, Con64c, Dun75b, Dun67, Fri71b, Fri77b]. Preparation [CLS64, Her70, BC77, BC79, Cra75]. prepare [Soy71]. preparing [CB69]. Preprocessor [Bur79, Com78, Gin78a, Ker79a, Ker75b, Wil77a, AI79, Bod77, Ell78, Gal75, Jef77, Ker70, Lea80, Lum77, Mar78b, Mue75, Str78, Wag80b]. Preprocessors [MP79, Mei75b]. presentation [Squ70]. Presentations [Joh66b, Joh66a]. presents [Ent80b]. Press [Bar73a, Bar80b, Pat73b]. pressure [Fla71, Fro63, Rin79, RCL75]. pressurized [Pol78]. PRETTY [Bee80a]. Prettyprinter [Bee80a]. Price [Bar72a, Bar73a, Bar80b, Rec73, Rec75]. Prime [Pri77b, DD68]. Primer [Gre79, Ent63, Int57c, Int57d, Owe62, Int64f, Int78b, Int78c, Man69, Man72b, Man74, Nie68, Nie71, Org61a, Org61b, Org63, Org66a, Org66b, Sel72]. Primes [Smi70i]. Primitives [Bee79a, Bee79c, Bee79b, Bee79d, Bee80b]. Princeton [Ube76]. principal [Wah68]. Principios [SS78b]. Principles [De 72, Jam78, Lew80d, SS74, Wag80a, Lew80c]. printed [Kra72b, Par70]. Printer [TT80, Squ70]. Printing [Hab73, Pic73]. prior [Sid72a, Sid72b]. prisms [Plo75]. private [DP74b]. Probabilidades [BR75a, Fre73, Fry71, Sti72]. Probability [Wri77a, Wri77b, Wri77e, Wri77d, McC78d]. Problem [AK78, CS73b, Fen73, FK77a, Lew80c, MG70, Mou70, Spe77d, Ber70b, But66, Dav72b, DLS79, DS75, Elk65, FK77b, Int63m, Int68d, Man63, MT78, Pec77, Rec72, Rob79, WMM72, Weg66, Zak77, Eng75, Lew80d]. Problem-Solving [CS73b, Lew80c, Eng75, Lew80d]. problemas [LP79, dMdF73], problemes [LP79b, Tel80], problemorientierte [SG78]. Problems [AW73a, AW73b, DZ78, Fia73, Mer78b, SW80, Wal80a, Wal80b, Wol78a, ZN79a, ZN79b, Ano72e, Ban75, BD80b, Dun67, Dun69b, Dun69a, ES75, GSt70, Hol80, LP74, Lep76, LP78, Mer78a, Mer78c, Org61a, Per72a, Per72b, PH77, Rec68, Rec71, RR73c, RR73d, SW75, Tea72, Zim69]. Proc [Eva72a, Eva72b]. Procedure [KL64, Lyt75, Mal77, McC71, Rus79, Sit78, VP76]. Procedures [Aki74, Bee71c, SS73, Ano72c, Dem69, Int67a, Int64b, Ins76a, Ins76b, IA78, Smi71d]. Proceedings [ACM79, Axt72, IEE78, Lew79b, Tou70, Weg64], procesamiento [SS78b]. process [Ano72c, Bar75, BD71, Ful73, Ins76a, Ins76b, Mei68, Mod74, SDZ80a, Smi79, Soy71, ZSD80]. Processing [Ben77, BW64, Car74a, Car79b, DFO79, Eld70, Fos76, GHG60, Han72a, Han60, HN85, Int75a, Mau71, NC75, Rec79, RH76, Rub68b, TS76, Ano64, AB68, AB69b, BLY70, Bur68a, Bur69, Bur67, Bur68b, Bur70a, Car79a, Car79c, Dar78, EB80, EH68, Eri75, Gor64, Han72b, HBE80, Hei70, Hou62, Int57b, Int57c, Int58, Int59a, Int59d, Int59f, Owe62, Int63f, KM73a, Ker72, LaP72, MP65, Mau60, MK73, Mur77c, Mur77a, Mur77b, Mur80, Obr70, Pid73, Rit68, Rob62, Sch80f, SDZ80b, Smi66, Ste76a, SS74, Swe67, Wet79, Wet80, WP80]. Processor [BCKT79, Flo78a, Bai72a, Ber64, Cla68, Eri75, Flo78b, Gre79, Int71i, Int71j, Int71d, Int72b, Int72c, Int72f, Mac70b, Oll71, SS68a, Spe66b, Spe9, Wal70, LC75]. Processor-N [LC75]. processors [Han78, Jet74]. produce [McM67]. product [Int72d, Int74c, Int74d, Int75a]. Production [Wil80b, Cha71c, Moc76, Wil80a].
Productions [Pag74b]. productivity [SYR77]. products [Bus67, Int75d].
produutos [dC73]. professional
[SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63]. Profile
[SFIK79, Epp74, Tay80]. profiles [Tip76].

Program
[Ant80, Bee70c, Bee76, Bee80a, Blu78, Day63, Ful74, GMPW79, Hoa72, Hoa73, Int70c, Int72k, Kli70, KC73, LaM72, Lov75, LF75, Mid74, Mor73, Mot79, NL71, Phi64, Rej72, Rip77, RT77, Sal77b, SFIK79, Sin73, TTT0, WD79, Wil80b, Wil72d, Wil72e, Wil72b, WM77, AJ69, Agh77, AK77, Ant77, BK77, Bar80a, BM74, BP76, Bar77c, BW78a, Bar79a, Bar79b, Bar75, Bar66, BD71, Bea75, Bec72, BB71, BC72a, BY73, Bol76, Bom67, BC67, BCS68, Bor69, Bre79a, Bry75, BW75, BML62, BML64, Con71d, Con79c, Cam65, CB69, CCL69, Car77, Cha71c, CS73a, Cla73a, Coc80, CJM67, CS61, Col80b, Cra75, Cri77, Cse75, DW70, DS66, Leu79b, Dem69, Der64, DS67b, Dic74b, DiT72, Dor79, Dun79, Edw76a, Epp74, Erd80, EP67, ESD68].

Program-package [IA80]. Programação
[PC71a, CC70, Cad79, Ins64, Ins70, Ins74, Ano70d]. Programacion
[PC71a, CC70, Cad79, Ins64, Ins70, Ins74, Ano70d]. Programacion
[FS80, For73, For79, McC63, McC73, McC74d, McC78e, McC78f, SS78b, Car78a, DM72b, DG70, Far74, LP79, MD66a, MD73, Oli71].

Programado [SJ72]. programador [Lec68].
programare [Pet80]. Programarea
[CJ78, Pet80]. programas [dC73, dMdF73].
Programe [HDN74]. programlama
[Yur76]. Programm [Die72]. programa
[SS68b]. Programacao [PC71b].
programmacion [Gol76].
Programmatheque [Die76, É67].
Programmation
[Die74b, Era77, LPJ79a, LPJ79b, Phe79, Ano79, BM73, BV74, Cha67, Die74a, DT74, HV66, HH80, HH77b, HH78, Lam74, Lan77, Lue66, RH78, Tho72e, VHF69, VL72, VG77].
programmazione [LMP77, PCR76].
Programmbeschreibung [Die72].
Programmdokumentation [Sto71].
Programme
[Fer63, Fri75b, Ray63, Gaj66, Lou73, New67, Ric73, She70a, Ano68a].
Programmed
[CS71e, CS77c, Fre74, Int63i, Mar80, Spi80, Baj72, Ben69, CS68, CS72, Dun69b, Int63i, Int63m, Int63c, Int68e, IBM68, Int79, Phi71a, Phi71b, Ph65, PN68b, Tho71, Tho72b].
Programmen
[Jun69, KTZ67, Rin77].
Programmentwicklung [SF76].
Programmierkurs [Nie75].
Programmiersprachen
[KKU78, Hig72, Win79].
Programmieranleitungen
[SE74].
Programmierung
[Bra72b, Mue69, Sie74, Tec72, Bra72c, jSJ70, SS70].
Programmierkurs
[Nie75].
Programme
[ACM78, ACM79, ANS78, Ano78d, Arm78, Bac78a, BM79a, BM79b, Bau56, Bog74, Bog80, BGG78, Bro61, Bur72, Bur73b, Car79b, CW78b, Com69, CA78, Con79e, Cor73, CS76, DPR70, Den71, Die68, Doc76, Don73b, DG67, Els73, Fia73, FS78, Got72, Gue73b, Gut75, Gut76b, Har70, HD75, Hen67, Her71, Her72b, HM80, Hug72, Hun69, HM77, HPR78, HD78b, HH79b, Int64e, Ise78, Jam70, Jun69, Joh66b, Ken74, KC72, KH75, Khe66a, LP73, Lan72a, Lan72b, Led75, LC78, LW66, Lip77, Lip78, Loc74, LR77, ML70b, ML70a, Man71, May73a, McC67a, McC72a, MCC74e, MCC75, Mee80, MO80, MR73, Mer79, Mot79, MS75b, Nau75, Nic75a, OR75, OFP78, Pet74, Pra75, Rad80, Raf71b, Rec75, Ree76, RR73b, Roh73, Ros66, Ros72, Sam69, San70].
Programmiersprachen
[KKU78, Hig72, Win79].
Programmieranleitungen
[SE74].
Programmierung
[Bra72b, Mue69, Sie74, Tec72, Bra72c, jSJ70, SS70].
Programmierkurs
[Nie75].
Programme
[ACM78, ACM79, ANS78, Ano78d, Arm78, Bac78a, BM79a, BM79b, Bau56, Bog74, Bog80, BGG78, Bro61, Bur72, Bur73b, Car79b, CW78b, Com69, CA78, Con79e, Cor73, CS76, DPR70, Den71, Die68, Doc76, Don73b, DG67, Els73, Fia73, FS78, Got72, Gue73b, Gut75, Gut76b, Har70, HD75, Hen67, Her71, Her72b, HM80, Hug72, Hun69, HM77, HPR78, HD78b, HH79b, Int64e, Ise78, Jam70, Jun69, Joh66b, Ken74, KC72, KH75, Khe66a, LP73, Lan72a, Lan72b, Led75, LC78, LW66, Lip77, Lip78, Loc74, LR77, ML70b, ML70a, Man71, May73a, McC67a, McC72a, MCC74e, MCC75, Mee80, MO80, MR73, Mer79, Mot79, MS75b, Nau75, Nic75a, OR75, OFP78, Pet74, Pra75, Rad80, Raf71b, Rec75, Ree76, RR73b, Roh73, Ros66, Ros72, Sam69, San70].
Wat68, Whi76, Wis69, Wor69, Wri77a, Wri77b, Wri77c, Wri77d, YHE69, ZSD80, Bee77a, BD80b, Din72. programski [Bit75]. Progress [ANS69c, ANS69a, ANS69b, Ano69b, DENT79, PMBK80].

progressive [CJM67]. Project [Int75a, Cha72, Clo72, Ho73, Hon76, Jam73a, Lin76, Man63, Ube76, Wil77a, Zal73].

projection [Edw76a, SK69]. projector [Mur77a].

progressive [CJM67]. Project [Int75a, Cha72, Clo72, Ho73, Hon76, Jam73a, Lin76, Man63, Ube76, Wil77a, Zal73].

projection [Edw76a, SK69]. projector [Mur77a].

promotion [Ano78b].

prompter [Int71i, Int71j, Int72b, Int74e].

propagation [HM62a, HM62c, HM62b, HO64, Her64, HM64, MI75b]. Propagator [Bee80d].

Properties [Mal72, Sch72b, HPB73, PTM77, PB73b, SM73b]. property [Mac73].

Proposal [ADG70, Bee79b, Bee79d, Bee80b, CLS64, ABH71, Bra77, Bee79a, Bee79c].

Proposals [Smi77].

Proposal [ANS76a, ANS76b, KR76, Me76, Woo77a, Woo77b, ANS76c, ACM76, Bi79, Bri68a, DCHR76a, DCHR76b, Fed76a, FRS77, Kni76a, Kni76b, SIG76, Tan78a, WPK78].

proposta [Cad71]. proton [Kol74, Moo76].

Pseudo [ADG70, Bre74].

Pseudo-Random [ADG70, Bre74].

pseudorandom [Ano70c, Edg79, Kra72a, Ove72, Pay70, Tri79a]. PSI [Ott78].

Psychology [Lew80d, Lew80c].

psychometric [Ler72]. psychometrics [CK80]. public [Tro64]. publication [Rob69]. Publications [Joh66a, Joh66b].

publishers [Shn77]. PUFFFT [RSD65].

pulwood [New76]. pulse [VM79].

pulse-height [VM79]. Purdue [RSD65].

puroguraming [JeK73]. puroguramingu [Mur70, Nih69]. Purpose [Fel76b, PC78a, Bla79, EH68, HN70, Sak79].

PWR [EK74].

Q [BC67, Par70]. Q-mode [BC67, Par70].

QDRTC [Kah66]. QPTOR [MC67a, MC67b]. QRT1 [Sta60].

Quadratic [LP73, CJM67, Fle70, JCMS77a, JCMS77b, SA74]. Quadrature [BL77, Gen72, Kar72, Pie73, CJ77, EE77].

Quadric [We60a, We60b]. quadrupole [VM77]. quadrupole-distorted [VM77].

qualitative [BY73, NL75]. Quality [KCI, GKB74, RMM69]. quantities [Joh74, Tro66a]. quantity [SM66]. quasi [FL76, Fle72]. quasi-interactive [FL76].

quadri-Newton [Fle72]. quatre [Dre67, Dre75b]. Queue [MSS78a]. quick [McC79, FL76]. Quine [Cam65].

Quine-McCluskey [Cam65].

QWIKTRAN [McC79].

R [Nak68, Wol68]. R2D2 [Er68]. Racah [AD73, Tam66]. radial [KM77a, KM77b, Kat77, WG75].

radial- [KM77a, KM77b, Kat77]. radial-inflow [WG75]. radiant [MS66]. radiated [Rin79].


radiolysis [Wer65]. radionuclides [CL80, PMBK80, Won67].

radiopharmaceuticals [HW75].

RAGTIME [PMBK80]. raindrop [AJ69].

Raman [MW71a, MW71b]. Ramona [Bak68]. Ramp [Lag74]. RANDHIND [Hun74].

Random [ADG70, HK72, Kn73, Kru69, NO75, Sch79a, SMI70j, Bro74, Bro80, Fel75, Fri69, Gro69, Hon71a, Kir79, MB68a, MB68b, NO72, New73, Sou71, U. 61].

randomness [Tri79]. ‘RANDU’ [Fel75].

range [DP76b, PV74, Tro66b].

range-energy [Tro66b]. ranges [FS76, Mee74]. rangs [Aub76]. rank [Mag71, Fry71]. RANTEST [Tri79].

Raphson [TI72]. Rapid [Roc70, Wie75].

rapides [Fer63]. RASO [Har80]. Raster [BJ74]. RATFOR [Com78, Ker75a, Ker75b, Ker70]. Rating [BC67, Par70].
S

Sample

Sampling

Santa

Savannah

Savannah

science

scientific

scientifically

scientifique

scientist

Scientists

Scores

searches

searching

Secondary

Sector

sedimentary

sedimentation

sediments

seek

seems

Seismic

seismograms

seismological

self-contained

Self

SELF-Instruction
Plu64]. self-instructional [BP74, Dun69b, Hal65, HDBP68, KP70a, KP70b].
self-learner [Bur70a]. self-metric [SF75].
self-paced [Coo76b, Dig80a, DS72, Lin76, Mul80a].
Self-programming [Ste60c]. self-study [Dun74, Int72, NBH70a, NBH70b, SA74].
Self-Taught [Far66]. self-teaching [Plu63].
Self-Training [Wol68b, SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63, Smi73a].
Self-programming [Ste60c]. self-study [Dun74, Int72, NBH70a, NBH70b, SA74].
Self-Taught [Far66]. self-teaching [Plu63].
Self-Training [Wol68b, SJ62a, SJ62b, SJ63, Smi73a].
Semantic [Mau72b].
Semi [Yoh78, Zal73, Her64].
Semi-automatic [Her64]. Semi-Portable [Yoh78].
Semi-structured [Zal73].
semicircles [Dun79]. semiclosed [Lar69].
sensed [Hem70]. Sensible [Ken74, BK75, KS75a]. sensing [Har73].
sentences [Fri69]. Separable [Ste79, SS79a, SS79b, SS79c, September [Axf72, Ano69a, Dat73]]. sequence [ES78, Han67, MP72, Mee74].
Sequential [Ben77, Hor68, Lar67c, Raw77].
sequence [ES78, Han67, MP72, Mee74].
Serial [Ben77, Hor68, Lar67c, Raw77].
serial [Hai65].
série [Jak73].
serious [Lar73a, Lar73b]. Service [Gof74, Gra70b, Gen77b, Gen77a, Int71c, Int71h, Rad76b, Spe9].
set [Bec79a, Bec79c, Bec79b, Bec79d, Bec80b, GS79, BWP72, Duf77b, Duf77a, Duf80, Fic71, Huy77, Wol68a, Wor69].
Sets [Lea78, Zoh80, CoC80, Comp80a, CR71, Sou71].
Setzprogramm [Gut79c]. several [Sou71, SM65, Wri66].
SF/k [HH77a].
SF/[HH77b, HH77]. SFOR [O’N74].
SFTRAN [Bec79e, Fly73]. SFTRAN3 [Bec80c, Bec80d, BLF80, LF78]. shaded [DiI79]. shadow [Bai62, CF60, Mas62].
shadows [Tri73]. shallow [NM70, NM78, Nav78].
shallow-water [NM78, Nav78]. shaped [Dey76]. Shapiro [Mar78a]. Shapiro–Wilk [Mar78a].
Shared [Sch73, Hea68b]. sharing [Ble68, BR78, Con73f, Con73g, Con74, Gra70b, Gen67, Gen66c, Hon73d, Hon70b, Mar66, Pin73, RCM66, Uni69a, Wes69, Wit74, ZSW76, ZSW77, ZSW79, CS73a, Zin79]. shells [PNK65a, PNK65b]. shelters [U. 61].
shi [Jam75]. Shift [Fry71, Fel68]. Shih [Ano72d, Ano75b]. shock [Gen66a]. Short [Ste75a, Krä72a, Lee67, Lee72]. should [HM75].
shroud [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77]. side [Per78, Rin79].
Sided [Boh75].
siem [ATW77].
SIEGEL [Veg71]. SIFT [Con71d]. Sigma [Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano75e, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano70h, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, BR78, Xer70a, Xer70b, Xer71a, Xer73].
SIMGUS [Sch80e]. Signal [Fre76, Rej72, TS76, vM79].
SIGNUM [ACM79]. SIGPLAN [ACM78, Grl78, Ros78]. silicates [Ocr71].
silicon [LTB80].
silicon [LTB80].
silica [SS68b]. SIM [MS77a].
SIM-Queue [MS77a]. SIMPLEX [MS77a].
SIMPLEX/ [MS77a]. SIMPLEX/ [MS77a].
SIMPLX [Uni80c].
SIMPLX [Uni80c].
Simple [AK78, CZ72, DDM+75, LS75, CL70, Han74b, May72, Rus79, vM76].
SIMELETRAN [Spe70a]. simplificada [McC78f].
simplified [Eng75, KF72, Man71, McC74e, RR73c, RR73d, Sif71, SS76, Zav73, Ayc80, Lep76, MHH71a, MHH71b, McC74c, Myc73].
simplifying [Cle66]. SIMSCRIPT [Shn69, Wei67]. SIMSCRIPT–FORTRAN [Wei67].
SIMUDELT [She78a]. Simula [Pal68]. simulate [Joh72, New67, NS69, ST73a, vM77].
Simulated [Smi73e]. Simulating [Gen75a, Gen75b, Gen75c, Oja70].
Simulation [Ano68c, Cla75, Hin76, LL65,
Nie72a, Nie72b, PC78a, PRO80, PK69, Sch78a, Wei65, Ber77, Blu65, BCS68, EKM74, GP73, HW67, Hei74, Joh80, JID80, Kau65, Kru68, MK70, PK76, She78a, Sig80, SYR77, Tor69, Upc72, Vas72, Whi76.

Simulationsprogramme [RS69].

Simulationssprachen [MSS78b].

Simulator [Ful72, Sch80e, Tho68, WH73].

Simulator-Generator [Sch80e].

Simulators [SW74].

Simultaneous [Nik78, Dif72, Les73, Mat78].

Simultaneously [KMC72]. single [Bre79a, FM76, FS76, Hol80, MT78, MC70, RS72, SDH74, Var77]. single-facet [Bre79a].

Simultaneously [KMC72].

Single [Bre79a, FM76, FS76, Hol80, MT78, MC70, SDH74, Var77].

Single-valued [RS72].

Sine [Bre79a, FM76, FS76, Hol80, MT78, MC70, RS72, SDH74, Var77].

Single-facet [Bre79a].

Single-valued [RS72].

Singular [DP76b].

Sinusoidal [Fla71].

Sistema [Ano70d, CC70, Ins64, Ins70, Ins74]. sistemi [BG78, BT76a, Sic74]. site [McG76a].

SITGO [Ste80].

SITGO-10 [Ste80].

SITGO-10/ [Ste80]. sitizyusiti [Nis78].


SLIP [FPB72, Fin72a, SS68a]. slopes [McC71]. sluttringar [Hus76]. Small [Pom74, GP73, Ma170, Maz77, MP65].

Small-angle [Maz77]. smaller [Bah69].

Smallwood [Hui65]. smes [AE79].

Smirnov [Pom74]. Smith [Wol68b].

Smooth [Aki74, CIW78, RS72, Bar73b].

Smoothing [Dur80, Bar73b, SS78a].

SNOBOL [Kee75]. soboi [AE79]. Social [BR74, Gue73b, Bur68a]. Socio [Sad72].

Socio-economic [Sad72]. sociologists [Bur69]. Software [ACM79, Ais77, Bro77, kC80, Cob75, Dic74a, Eva72a, Eva72b, FJA80a, FJA80b, Fos73, Gin78a, HHI79a, KP76, Spa79b, Tou70, Yoh80, AHP77, Bra76, CDGW76, Leu79a, Leu79b, Ent80a, Ent80b, Feu77, Flo78b, Hin76, Hon73d, Hon76, Hon73c, Hon77a, Jet74, JM76, KG76, Shu75, SF75, TRW73a, TRW73c, TRW73b, TRW73d, Uni80a, Amk73, SF76].

Some [Oer71]. SOL [KM64]. Soland [Mue75].

Solid [WCT68]. Solomon [BK75].

Solpositioner [Hus76]. Solution [Abd80, Ano72e, Eif74, Fia73, FSC73, Geo80, Kar77, MC80a, MC80b, MC80c, Ste79, SS79a, SS79b, SS79c, Zoh80, Bar69, BD60b, Car74b, Cha74, Di72, DS75, Hol80, Les73, Mr71, MT78, Mou70, Ree68, Ree71, Ree72, Rei72a, Rob79, SS78, SS75a, SS75b, Te72, Vic70a, ZT76]. Solutions [Bla66b, BH73b, DM66b, JSW77b, McC70b, Mer78b, Moc71b, MS73c, MS75d, Per72b, SM72b, Tel80, Wal80b, Wol80b, Wu73c, But66, CR71, Mer78a, Mer78c, Wal80a, Wu77b].

Solve [Lal75, Lep76, Pec77].

Solver [MG70, Mol72c, Mol72a]. Solving [CS73b, DZ75, KGY80, Spe77d, ZN79a, ZN79b, Bar77c, BW78a, Bar79b, Dav72b, DLS79, Elk65, FK77a, FK77b, Lee74a, Lew80c, NM70, NM78, Nav78, Pic66, Pow68, Pow70, SW75, WMM72, Eng75, Lew80d].

Some [Bal69, BP78, FK76, Gi68a, GM73, HLS73, PH77, RAS78, Row76, Sav76, Swe67, Fit74, LS71b, Mact79].

Some [Bal69, BP78, FK76, Gi68a, GM73, HLS73, PH77, RAS78, Row76, Sav76, Swe67, Fit74, LS71b, Mact79].

Sondage [Die77].

Sorting [CHA71a, ROC70, Sn717e].

SOSYAL [Yur76].

SOTRAN [Ham69].

Space [BR75a].

SPE [Mac70b]. SP/1 [Mac70b].

SP/1 [Mac70b].

SP/1 [Mac70b].

SP/1 [Mac70b].

SP/1 [Mac70b].

Space [BF71].

Spaced [Jamt60a].

Span [Pag79a, WHI72].

SPARKS [Mar78b, Str78].

Sparse [Geo80, KGY80, She78ec, She78d, CR71, DO79, Duf77b, Duf77a, Du80, Rei72a, She78b, She78c, ZT76].

Spatial [ER79, MT75].

Speak [Nor0].

Spearman [BR75a].

Special [Day72b, Gow73, HII73, Oxy76, Wil75, Bar73a, Day79, Weg66].

Species [Gof74].

Specific [Pin80].
Specification [Ano67, Bur65, ABB'74, Dat73, Har78, Spe9]. Specifications [IBM54, Ran65, Sta74, Int67a, Int64b]. specified [Bal63], spectra [CL80, Kan68, VP75, Sas69], spectral [Bar79a, Kra74, KRB78, Nut76, Sig80, Cha77], spectrometric [Smi79].

spectrophotometry [Cha77].

Sponsored [Eva72a, Eva72b]. square [Wie75]. Squares [ZN79a, ZN79b, Bar79a, Bom67, BML62, Tay80]. SQUIRREL [Sal70]. SRRIT [Ste78a, Ste78b]. SRU [NOT2]. ST [ZT76]. stability [GS70, MI75a, U. 61]. stage [Fri71a, Mot66]. stand [SK69]. STANDARD [Ber70a, AB66b, Amr78c, ANS78, AB66c, AB66d, Ano80d, BM79b, Bec79a, Bec79c, Bec79b, Bee79d, Be680b, CS73b, Dat66, DH78, For78, HD78a, Ame77, Jn69, Lam71a, U.78, Nat70b, Nat72, Nik78, REC75, Sta69, VP80a, VP80b, Wou77b, AB66a, Ame66c, Ano72c, BM79a, Bid79, CR74, Dav72b, DCHR76a, DCHR76b, Fel76a, Fri80, Gof74, Haa99a, Haa69b, Ins76b, IA78, Jat79, KST75b, MS77b, PG66, RW76, Sal76, Sch74, Spe69a, Spe69b, Tan78a, Uni80a, WPK78, Ame78a, Ame78b, Ame78d, Ano76b, Ein76, FR577, KRS78, Wou77a, Bar72a]. standard-size [PG66]. Standardisation [HM80]. standardisierte [Fri75b]. Standardization [Hei64, Hei66, ABB'74, Bra79, Eng74, Jam73a]. Standards [ANS69c, ANS71a, ANS69a, ANS71b, Cad71, ANS69b, ANS71c, Ano69b, Bre76b, Lec77, LB1'80, Ott78, Fri75b]. standpoint [Mat72b]. Star [Har77]. State [Hed77, AJ69, Day70, FB73, MU75, PG67, Pec77, Sol64, Wil72a]. stated [Hun74].

Statement [Ken74, BK75, FF75, KS68, KS70, KS75a, MH71a, MH71b, Mee74, Sit78, Stl72, Man71]. Statements [Han72a, Han72b, Hea68b, Lat79, MP65, Sal71b, Sal76]. static [BA73, SM73a].

Station [CS73a]. stationary [AK77, Clo72].

Statistic [DB73, Pom74]. statistica [Ri67, Ri78]. Statistical [AK78, Bak77, BB77b, BR75a, BR75b, Boh75, BS75, DB73, Fre73, Gen75c, Gen78, Gow75, Hab72, Hab73, Lea78, MZ75, MH75a, Mon75, RST78, Smi71d, Spa73, ST73c, Spi72, Tho72a, Yat71a, Yat71b, Zil78, All67, Edg79, GKB74, Hog72, Joh71, Jon64, Lou67, Lyc80, Mac69, Rey69, Sch79c, Sch80g, SDZ80a, TD78]. Statistics [CCH76a, Cra76, Gen78, Hil70, Int80b, Kle78, KH75, LV73, CK80, CCH76b, FB79, Kir73, Lyc80, Sch79c, Sch80g]. statistique [Die76]. Statistischen [Bra75a, Bra75b].

STATLIB [TD78]. steady [AJ69, FB73, PG67, Sol64, Wil72a].

steady-state [AJ69, FB73, Wil72a]. steam [HPB73, PB73b]. stellar [Gus73]. step [O'D65]. steps [Sla71]. stepwise [VP76].

STGPAK [Fis76]. Stichprobenparameter [Kas74]. still [Bar80e]. still [Pet80]. still [Arn65]. stina [BT76a]. Stirling [BPW72].

stochastic [DS75, Sho76a, Wli71]. STOFI [MS74b].

Storage [Ber73, CPR75, Fut72, LV73, Mor73, Bra74, KW71, Moc69, Moc70, Moc71a, Moc71b, Sak64a, Sak64b, Sak65, Sak70]. store [LG75]. storey [ST73a]. storm [Sho80]. strahlungsenergi [Hus76]. Strachey [HN70]. strategy [Kha77, Vic70a].
stratified [And73], stratigraphic [KR78, RB76a, RBK76]. stratospheric [U. 61]. stream [Joh74, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77, MG71, SD78a, ZSD80]. stream-sediment [SDZ80a, ZSD80]. streamlines [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77]. Strecher [Bar74]. STREDO [Zor68]. strength [Die68, HM64]. stress [Cam77, Hol67, Hol68, Pol78]. stress-intensity [Pol78]. stresses [Pol78]. String [Lam71a, Mor75, Rey77, Fis76, Han75, Kau69, Kee75, Mac70b]. strings [Han74b, Lea67]. Stromungen [Rot71]. Stroud [Kar77]. structural [DS76, Per80, SM75a]. Structure [GMPW79, MM65, Nic75a, Rul80, FP75, Gil77a, Gil77b, Joh65a, Joh65b, Joh76, Kal72a, MT80, Nor63, Sel77, SG69, Tor69, Tel80]. Structured [All75, AI80, Bod77, CM79, Col76, CS76, CDG80b, Doc79, Ell80, Gal75, HM77, HH79b, Jay80, Jon76, Ken74, Lea78, Lew80b, LR77, MO80, MM78, RW76, Row76, TB80, Wag75, Wil76c, Wil77a, Zwa80, Ayc80, Bez75, Bon75, BK75, CW75, Col78a, Col78b, Cui80, Dar78, DH78, DLS79, Eld77, Flo75, FK76, FK77a, FK77b, Gra79, HB76, Has78, Hig75, His75, HD78a, HH77a, Hul73, Int77b, KS75a, Kha76, Mal77, Me174, MH75b, Me175a, MS77b, Mil73a, O’N74, Ovi77, Par77, Rei67, Sal77a, Zal73].

structurée [Era77, HH80, HH77b, HH78, RH78]. Structures [BC72b, Mil73b, Mil75, OFP78, Cha70, Dey76, Don71, Ell87, Hou71, Mei75a, Mei76, Rin79, Smi77]. Structuring [Gom79, Sed77]. structurata [LMP77]. Stuart [Fl07a]. Student [Fl07a]. Students [Fre74, Mar80, Ba72, Bre76b, Cla73a, DEN79, Don71, Gen80c, Hut80, MS69, O’D74, Sch79c, Sch80g, SW74, Shn77]. Studie [Hig72]. Studies [Ax72, DM72c, Sch69, Sch70, Sch71, TS73, Wer65, Whi71, Kar77, Rec73]. Study [HBE80, Hoa72, Hoa73, Knu70, Knu71, Cla73a, Cla80, Dun74, Hew80b, Hal65, Hei72b, Hon72b, Hon72a, Int72f, Lee74b, McA77a, MB77a, NBH70a, NBH70b, Per77, Pin73, Raf79, SA74, WE67]. Style [Bac78a, LC78, Rui80, DH78, HD78a, KS72b, Tho78, Tip76]. sua [An70d, CC70, dC73, Ins64, Ins70, Ins74]. sub [New73, She70a]. sub-group [She70a]. sub-routine [New73]. subcategory [Uni80a]. subcommittee [ABH71]. subject [SA74]. subprogram [Cor60, Mat72a]. Subprograms [Cli74a, Ste79, SS79a, SS79b, SS79c, Ad78a, Bal69, BA73, Hun76, Int68, Int71c, Int71h, Int72m, Int75f, Kal72b, Kau65, Kri71, Law77, SSS78, SS75a, SS75b, Law78, LHKK79a, LHKK79b]. Subroutine [Abd80, Gal78, Ker80, MP73, MC80a, MC80b, MC80c, Roc70, Sch78e, Sch78d, Ste78a, Ste78b, ZN79a, ZN79b, Bal73, Blo68, Boy75, Bra72a, Col80a, Dav77b, Dl79, Pic71, Fle70, Fox78a, Hon75e, Int65d, JK78, Kal66, KM73a, MP72, MR78, Pow68, Pow70, RG77, Rob68, RS72, Rul68b, Sca70, Sch62, She78b, She78c, Tro66b, TC75, Wes69, ZT76]. Subroutines [Gaf77, Hel63, Sha65, Ste76b, Ste76c, Zol80, BBB64, Bar61, BS61, Bus67, CR71, Dig75f, DO79, Duf77b, Duf77a, Duf80, Edw76b, Fic73, FM76, Fle72, Gaf79, HB63, Hon77a, Huy77, Int65d, Int80b, LB66, Mac64, Mar71, Mue66, Mye73, Nic78, RP74, Rei73a, SA74, Sca71, Son67, Son68, ST73b, Sta60, Tad65, TD78, Uni74b, VAB62, Wol68a]. subscribed [HV74]. subscriptions [Gar65]. Subset [Hal69, LaM72, Hor68, Spe70a]. Subspaces [Ste78a, Ste78b]. substitution [Cha71c]. subsurface [Whi68]. Subsystem [LS76]. subtended [WCT68]. success
successives [Lou73]. such [PC78a]. Suggested [Ehr72, Fin72b, Fin72c, Mee72]. suite [Gun76], summaries [McL73]. summarization [LB70]. Summary [Hei64, Hei66, Leu79a, Fed70, Fed87, Gri78, Lou77, Ros78, SYR77, Spe80c]. Summated [Ant80]. Summations [Gut76a]. Summer [McC64a]. Sums [Spi72, Mal70]. SUNY [Han74a]. SUNY/B [Han74a]. SUPER [Tym70, Wer72]. SUPER-CODEX [Wer72]. superset [Tym70]. supersonic [Der64, Joh74]. Supervisor [Wer72]. Support [Bur79, DDM+75, Bra76, Cli78a, Cli78b, Dat73, Hon76, Int65c, LaP72, Mil73a]. supporting [JM76]. Surface [Aki74, Her72b, CIIW78, Goo64, HG66, Hob67, Hol67, Hol68, Jam66a, KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77, Lus71, Lee69, Pol78, RSt72, SD66, SD67, Wri72, Wri77a, Wri77b, Wri77c, Wri77d]. Surfaces [Wei66a, Wei66b, CJM67, EP67, OLS66, OT80]. Support [Bur79, DDM+75, Bra76, Cli78a, Cli78b, Dat73, Hon76, Int65c, LaP72, Mil73a]. supplemented [Ir66]. supplied [Uni69c]. supply [Hol80]. Swaine [McL73]. swell [Lar69]. SWIFT [Cal72]. switching [U. 61]. Symbol [BBB64, CF60, Mas62, Day70, Tam66]. symbol-state [Day70]. SYMBOLANG [Ber70b, FPB72, Fin72a]. symbolic [Pat77]. symbols [Kra72b]. Symmetric [ST73c, Kar73, MW71a, Rei72a, SS68a, Tho65]. Symposium [IEEE75, IEEE78, Tou70, Weg64]. SYMTRAN [Car66]. Syntax [Bai62, Hea68b, Ovi77]. Syntax [Bur65, Bari65, Blo71, Bro71b, Can77, Lea64, Ube76]. syntax-directed [Blo71]. Syntaxe [Tho78]. synthesis [BK77, RMM69]. Synthesizer [PJ75]. Synthetic [HPLG79, RB76b, RB76c]. System [An68c, Bac54, Bac56, BSK67, BF79, Boli74, Boy74b, Bro73, CF60, Cra76, DW77, Eld70, Her70, Her71, Hon70b, HN58, IBM54, IBM56, Int59e, Int66b, Int66c, Int66d, Int66e, Int66f, Int66g, Int66h, Int66i, Int68c, Int68d, Int68e, Int68f, Int68g, Int68h, Int71c, Int71d, Int71e, Int71f, Int71g, Int71h, Int71i, Int71j, Int71k, Int72a, Int72b, Int72c, Int72d, Int72e, Int72f, Ina80a, Ina80b, Jam70, Ker80, Lee67, Lee67, Les72, IAL72, Mas62, MS74a, MW69, MS74b, Mar66, MR73, MS73a, NY78, Ono79a, Ono79b, OF76, PN68a, PN68b, Ree79, Rus78, RCM66, Sys73a, Sys73b, Sad72, Sch80a, SI979, Sf60, Squ70, Wat76, Wed75, Weg64, WDT76, Ano72c, Arc76, BBB+57, Bah69, Bai62, BK77, Bar75, Bar72b, Bar73c, BC77, BC79, BCE77, Blo68, Bra76, Bri68a, Bri68b, Con64c, Con64b, Con66a, Con66b, Cla78, Cle70, CS61, Dig71a, Dig72b, Dig72c]. system [Dig75a, DP76a, Dar78, DM72a, Leu79a, Leu79b, ES75, EH68, Feu77, FP75, Fis79, FL76, Fox64, FH71, Gen80b, Gen73, Gil76, Hea79, Hig79b, Hol77, Hou62, Hug78, Int57b, Int57a, Int57c, Int57d, Int58, Int59a, Int59d, Int59f, Int61b, Int61c, Int61e, Int61f, Int63f, Int67a, Int64e, Int65f, Int65d, Int66a, Int70b, Int70c, Int71a, Int71f, Int73b, Int75c, Ins86a, Ins86b, IA78, Ivan60, JK74, JM76, Jon64, Jos78, KW71, KG76, LaP72, Lar63a, Mac68a, Mac68b, MI64, McA77a, McA77b, MC73, Mer60a, Moo60, Moo77, Mor79, Mye73, OK72, Pat77, Plu65, PN68c, Rlt68, SG67, Sl61, Spe66b, Spe66a, Spe9, Ste72b, TR73a, TR73c, TR73b, TR73d, TH64, TB65, Tur69a, Tur69b, Ube76, Vic64, WHT3, WM60, Wht76, Wld79, BF79, BP78, CCHT67a, CCHT67b, Cod67, Fis78, FF75, Hou76]. system [HN58, Int65c, Int65e, Int67b, Int69c, Int70b, Int70c, Int71a, Int72j, Int73b, Int74g, Int75c, Int75f, Int76, Int77a, Int79, Jon79, Lee72,
Translator [CCN^+79, MM65, Pit79, RSD65, She59, Bon75, Con71d, Gui71, Hig75, Hil69, Lea67, Lea75, Pul64, Spe74a]. transmit [Coh74]. transonic [AK77, Car77].

Transport [Pat74, DW70, Fro63, Sho80, SM73b]. transportability [CW78b]. transput [Car78b]. trapezoidal [Pic66]. trapiantabili [SS68b]. Treating [BF71]. Tree [Han72a, Han72b, Pag74a, Whi72, Ant77, CGH75, Day76]. TREETRAN [FPB72, Fin72a]. trend [DS67a, ESD68, Fox64, Fox67, Goo64, Har69, OLS66, SD66]. trend-surface [Goo64, HG66, Lee69, SD66]. triangle [Hae77]. Triangulating [vO78]. Tridiagonal [Kub73]. TRIGMAN [Jef72]. trigonometry [Her72a]. Triplex [BJ77, BY78]. TRS [Rad79, Rad88]. TRS-80 [Rad79, Rad88]. Truck [Rey68]. Truck-weight [Rey68]. TRY [TB65]. TSO [Int71i, Int71j, Int71d, Int72a, Int72b, Int72g, Int74e, Int75a, Is73]. tubes [Fla71]. Tucker [Yoh72]. Tukey [Bre67]. tumori [SS68b]. Turbine [FH71]. turbines [WG75]. Turbomachine [KM73b, KM77a, KM77b, Kat77]. turbomachinery [MC70]. turning [MM58]. Tutor [Spi80, Lin76]. Tutorial [CZ72, EH68, Mul80a]. tutorials [Mis78a]. Twenty [Int57e]. Twenty-five [Int57e]. Twin [SDH74]. TWINSpan [Hil79c]. TWISK [NM78, Nav78]. Two [Bak77, BF71, Cla73b, Fri71a, Fry71, Kal72a, PRO80, Rei72a, RST78, Sho80, Tan80b, Tho72a, Wal68, And70, Bar73b, Cam77, Dav70, Dav72a, Dav72a, Dey76, Die72, Edu72f, EST78, Erd80, Ham74, Hem70, HO80, Hil79c, Hun74, Joy78, KR69, MR78, PH67, SS78a, Sid72a, Sid72b, SMM65]. two-body [Phi67]. Two-Dimensional [BF71, Cam77, Erd80, Hem70, HO64, SS78a]. Two-Hit [Tho72a]. Two-level [Cla73b, Sid72a, Sid72b]. two-semester [ES78]. two-voiced [Hun74]. Two-Way [Bak77, RST78, Hil79c]. Type [Jet79, TT80, BR78, CCL69, CL70, SMD71, SR73]. types [ABH^+71, Gum77]. typesetting [JK74]. Typographic [Her70, Her71]. typography [Her69]. Tzschach [Din72, Jun69].

U.S. [Sad72]. ubersichtlicher [KKU78]. uloh [Ham79b]. UMASS [Mas71]. Unbalanced [RST78, Bry75]. unconsolidated [PG66]. Undergraduate [AI78, Ham74, HB76]. Understanding [Bo78, BS80b, MC68b, Wa76]. Underwater [Gen66a]. uniform [O'D5, Tri79]. unique [Ent80b]. UNIRUN [Deu73]. Unit [Axf72, Pag74b, Dat73, Phi71a, Phi71b]. Units [Fu72, Soy71]. Univac [JAK73, Ber70a, Ful73, Mor75, Sou71, Spe70b, War69]. univariate [Fin68, Fin72f, Fin72e, Fin72d, Fin77, Wa76]. University [Axf72, Bar73a, Bar80b, Eva72a, Eva72b, IEE75, Pat73b, Pec77, Blo68, Hed77, RSD65, SGM^+67]. UNIWAFT [Re72b]. UNIX [Ube76]. unknown [JV66a, JV67b, JV68]. unknowns [Dif72]. unofficial [Ame78]. unrestricted [SD66]. Unrolling [DH79]. unsteady [AK77]. unsymmetric [Du77b, Du77a, Du80]. Untereinander [JH78]. Unwanted [Par75]. upon [Kal72a]. Upper [BR75a, Ste76b, Ste76c, FB73]. Uprazhneniia [Lam78, DG78]. upward [Rap66, RBp75]. upwelling [Sho80]. Urban [Leu79a, Leu79b, TR73a, TRW73c, TRW73b, TRW73d, Hon76]. USA [AC78, Dig69, Lew79b, AB66a, Ame66c, Ber70a, Dat66, IEE78, Ame77, Nik78, Spe69a, Spe69b, Tou70]. Usage [Law78, LHKK79a, LHKK79b, Bur68a, Lat79, Law77, Th72c, Wei69]. USAS [Cal69b, Cal69c, Cal69d, Cal69e]. USASI [Con69a, Con70]. Use [Bau56, BF79, Han60, HPLG79, HB76].
LR77, Ver65, Arn65, Bar61, Ber64, BLY70, BR78, Day70, Dra64, Her74, Kno72, LGF75, MB68a, MB68b, Maz78, MCB+62, Oer71, Owe79, Sco76b, Shad5, Sid72a, Sid72b, Smi67b, Squ70, Taj65, Uni78, Wit74, ZT76].

used [Bal69, Dav72b, Eld77, Gra70b, LaP72, McA77a, McA77b, Mer60a, Per80, PT73, Wit79a, Wit79c, Vit79d]. useful [Wil76c]. User [AK77, Boi74, Dat75, Dey76, Fin77, Fis76, Flo78b, Fly73, Hun76, JCMS76, JCMS77a, JCMS77b, MI80, Mor73, TB65, Ari76, AD73, Bla60, Boy75, Con72b, Con73g, Con76b, Con77b, Cal69b, Cal96c, Cal96d, Car74b, CFT71, Dig75c, Dig75g, Dig76c, Dig77f, Dig78a, Dig78c, Dig79a, Dig80c, Dig80f, Dat77a, Dat77b, Ent80a, FMC78, Gre79, Hon70a, Hon70b, Hon79b, Int71i, Int71j, Int71d, Int75e, Int75d, Mas71, Mich79b, Nat70a, New73, Pat74, PJT76b, Rad70, Sho76a, Sho76b, SIK71, SLI71, SLO80, Ste76a, TC75, Uni79, Uni80b, Van73b, ZN79a, ZN79b].

Users [Joh80, JID80, Lew79b, Con73d, Con76a, Con76c, Con79a, dPW80, Int67c, Int67f, Int8, IBM68, Int68g, Int68h, MS79, Mor75, Tur69b]. uses [Mue75]. Using [BD80a, dlB59, Cli74a, CA78, Con79e, Fel79, HPR78, Joh66b, Lat79, LHL80a, Lyo80, Mall77, NCT76, PR80b, RJA87, Wal80b, Art75, Bar66, Bla68a, Bla68b, Bla71, BC67, Bro71b, CST73a, Cli74b, Cli74c, Cls72, CJM67, CDGW76, DS66, Dum67, Dum69b, Dum69a, DL79, ES78, Fox64, PK76, Fri71a, Gav76, Har68a, Har63, Har64b, Has78, HV74, Hat78, HII77a, Hor65, HPR77, Jam66a, JV67a, JV67b, Joh4, KPG63, KPT2, K68, Las71, LK74, Lea67, Lep76, Les72, Lil71, Loo74, MI64, MT75, MI73, Mon70, Mur71, Ost64, PT77, PC78a, PKN65a, PKN65b, Pic66, PG66, Ren65, Sch79c, Sch80g, Smi66, Sti72, SW75, T172, T73, Tho72b, Tho68, Tug75, Van73a, Var77, Wal80a, ZD78, Zal73].

ustoichivogo [SZ80]. usuarios [Wei73]. UT [Uni77]. UT-CDC [Uni77]. Utah [Bee80d].
Con73e, Con73f, Con73g, Con75a, Con75d, Con75c, Con75f, Con76a, Con76b, Con77b, Con78a, Con78b, Con79a, Con79b, Con79c, Con79d, Con80b, Con80c, Dig80g, Leu79a, Leu79b, Edw76b, Fin72f, Fis76, Fri71b, Fri80, Hum76, Int66a, JV67b, JV68, JMGG77, Kno75a, Kno75b, LO77, MS71, Nat70a, Pat74, PT68, PT69, PJT76b, Ste80, SH78, Squ70, Sta65, Ste72b, TB65].

versions [Ano74a, Con72b, Con73c, Mur77a, Mur77b].

versus [BD80a].

vertical [And73].

Very [Ein76, Hei74].

VI [HS69, Deu73, HL70, Hea68a, Wel70a].

via [Bid79, DD68, ES74b, Emb78].

video [Hon73b, McA77a, McA77b]. video-assisted [Hon73b]. video-tapes [McA77a, McA77b].

vierdimensionale [Ant72].

view [Sli71].

Views [Wei66a, Wei66b, OT80]. Violation [Ein76]. Virtual [Mor73, dC73, Hug78].

Visible [Wei72].

View [Arm78, Wei66a, Wei66b]. Visual [Smi72d, Spe78a, MCB + 62, SW74, WS73].

VL [Fat75]. VM [Hug78, Int72b, Int72c, Int72d, Int72e, Int72f, Int72g, Int74a, Int74b, Int75b, Int75c, Int75d, Uni80b]. VM/ [Int72b, Int72c, Int72d, Int72e, Int72f, Int72g, Int74a, Int74b, Int75b, Int75c, Int75d, Uni80b]. Voice [Eld70]. voiced [Hun74].

VOFL [Sol64].

Volume [Ano77a, MH78, Lep79b]. votes [Van73a].

vs [Gar64, Pec77, Pin73, Tho72a, Int80a].

vyborki [AE79]. vycislenij [FMM80].

W [Kar77, Kre66b, Ree73, ATW77, Bad77, BF72, Mar78a, Rey68]. W-3 [Rey68]. W. [Flo69, Jum68, Kre66a].

Warteschlangensysteme [Ger80].

Washington [Lew79b]. WASP [HPB73, PB73b]. Wasserman [VP80a, VP80b]. WATBUG [Wi77b, Wil77c, Wil77d]. WATEQ [PJT76b, PJT76a]. WATEQF [PJT76b, PJT76a]. Water [Bak68, GKB74, HPB73, Lai75, N70, NM78, Nar78, Nor66, PB73b, PC67, RMM69, Sal70, Sho80, Wil77b, Wil77c, Wil77d].

water-quality [RMM69]. Waterloo [SGM + 67]. waters [Lar69, PJT76b, PJT76a]. Waterways [CS73a]. Watfr [Con79c]. Watfiv [Rec75, BS73a, BP74, BS80b, BK75, CS71a, CS71b, CS71d, CS75, CW72, CW73b, CW73a, CW76, CW77, CW78a, CW79, CP80, Col76, CDG73, CDG80a, CDG80b, DH78, DLS79, For75, Gae78, His75, HD78a, HH77a, HH80, HH77b, HH77a, Jaf79, KS70, KS75a, MS77b, MS78, Mos75, Mtb78, MT80, PD76, PB73a, Ste73, Tel80, Tho71, Tho72b, TH80, CS71c, CA78, CG70, Red76].

WATFIV-S [Co76, CDG80b, DH78, DLS79, HD78a, HH77a, HH80, HH77b, HH77a, Jaf79, KS70, KS75a, MS77b, Mos75, Mtb78, MT80, PD76, PB73a, Ste73, Tel80, Tho71, Tho72b, TH80, CS71c, CA78, CG70, Red76].

WATFIV/WM [His75]. WATFOR [Rec76, Ree75, BS73a, BP74, Bla68b, BK75, CW73a, Co76, CDG68, CDG73, CDG80a, DH78, For75, HD78a, Jaf79, KS68, KS70, KS75a, KS75b, MS77b, SGM + 67, Tho71, Tho72b, Uni66c, Bla68a, Bla71, CD70, Ken74, Stu71, Wal75]. WATFOR-ILS [Co76]. WATFOR.WATLIB [Uni69c]. WATFOR/WATFIV [KS75b, Bla71, Stu71, Wal75]. Wativ [Ken74]. Wave [Her72b, Gen66a, HM62a, HM62c, HM62b, HO64, Her64, HM64, La75, HM62a, HM62c, HM64].

waveforms [Lov68]. wavelength [Var77].

Way [Bak77, RST78, Hil79c, Kan79, She70a]. weather [LGF75]. weathering [Co80b].

Weber [VP80a, VP80b]. Weight [AB69a, Rey68, Sw64]. weighted [Weg66].

wells [Cas62]. Western [IAAA57].

Westinghouse [Bri79]. Westinghouse-Bettis [Bri79]. WFLASH [EKM74]. Which [Par75, Sal77b, Gel69, Mue75, Sal70, Sal78]. Whitney [DB73]. whose [Rei72a]. Wigner
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[AD73, CM66]. Wijngaarden [Mac73]. Wiley [Rec73, Rec75, Sch80c]. Wilf [EE77]. Wilf-quadrature [EE77]. Wilk [Mar78a]. Wilkes [Rec75]. will [Bid79]. William [Kar77]. wind [Lal75, Sho80]. wind-driven [Sho80]. wind-wave [Lal75]. windows [Bar80a]. Wirtschafts- [Neb71]. Wisconsin [Pat74]. Within [Sal77b, Bai62, BM74, Bar61, CF60, Har65b, Mas62, MCB+62, RP74, Sal78]. without [Bod77, DEN79]. word [Kra72a]. word-length [Kra72a]. words [Ost62]. Workbook [Car79b, Gue73a, Car79c, Mur77b, Spe77b]. Workshop [Jet74]. Workshop [FJA80b, FJA80a]. World [Eva72a, Eva72b, HS69]. Would [Hui73]. wraz [ATW77]. write [Hea68b]. writer [Bar77b]. writing [CS73a, Gra70a, HV74, Knut62, Sch62, Wat68]. Written [Dea71, Dea77, McCC64a, Pat77, Rod76, Squ70]. WOWNB [PT73]. x [Sch72c, Cri77, Davy63, Maz77, Moo76, Oer71, Smi63b, SH78, Ste72b, TC70, vM76]. X-ray [Cri77, Davy63, Oer71, Smi63b, SH78, Ste72b, TC70, Maz77, Moo76, vM76]. X3 [Ano77c]. X3-9 [Ano77c]. X3.9 [Ame78e, Ame78d, U.S78, Ame66a, Ame78d, Ano78d, SIG76, Ame66b]. X3.9-1966 [Ame66a, Ame78d, X3.9-1978 [Ame78d, U.S78, Ame78d]. X3J3 [Ame78f, ABH+71, Ame77a, SIG76]. X3J3/ [Ame78f, SIG76]. XDS [Ano70a, Ano70b, Owe79, Xer70a, Xer70b]. Xerox [Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano70g, Ano73, Ano75c, Ano75d, BR78]. XFOR [Mos78]. XFOR-80 [Mos78]. XLFIT [Wei75].

years [Int57e]. yen [Ano75b, jT79]. yield [PT68]. yoru [Mur70]. yu [Ano75b, jT79].

z [Pic66, FHS78, Kah80b, Pag74a, Yoh72]. z-transforms [Pic66]. zadach [SZ80].
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